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By Michael Malosky 
and Mike DeMasi 
The Ithaca College Park School 
of Communications is recognized 
nationally as one of the top schools 
for television and radio produc-
tion, cinema and photography and 
corporate communications. How-
ever, what may be called a "basic 
ingredient"to such a wide array.of 
communications programs is 
missing- a structured major in 
journalism. But within a year, this 
major may go to the press and 
appear in the next Ithaca College 
Undergraduate Announcements. 
The need for print journalism 
and more overlapping in broadcast 
and print journalism curriculum 
has been recognized for a long 
time. However, until now, the 
School of Communications has 
not been able to implement and 
forge a combined print and broad-
cast journalism major . 
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that time not to compete "head-
to-head" with Syracuse University 
and its strong print journalism 
department. "They intentionally 
chose not to [develop a journalism 
discipline]," says Bohn. Instead, 
Ithaca College chose to carve out 
its niche in broadcasting. 
With the establishment of a 
strong, well-respected communi-
cations school, a point had to be 
reached where, according to Bohn, 
"adding print journalism wouldn't 
take away from the other majors." 
Not adding print journalism 
"was a conscious direction based 
on limitations," adds Bohn. The 
school simply did not have the 
room to accommodate a new 
major. The opening of the Roy H. 
Park School of Communications 
changed all of that. 
With more space and new facili-
Black Solidarity 
. . . the absence of a journalism major 
can be traced to the founding of the 
School of Communications. 
According to Thomas Bohn, 
Dean of the Park School of Com-
munications, the absence of a 
journalism major can be traced to 
the founding of the School of Com-
munications. At that time, the 
faculty consisted of professionals 
in television and radio production, 
not journalism. For this reason, 
studio training became the core of 
the program. 
. Also, a decision was made at 
ties, like the Journalism Lab, the 
school can expand journalism with-
out siphoning resources from other 
departments. "Now that we're here 
and have a larger mission, journal-
ism is a more important part," 
says Bohn. With this larger-mis-
sion, the school has initiated steps 
towards structuring a journalism 
major, not just the currentjournal-
~ce page 5 
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BLACK AWARENESS: IC Students gathered at the Egbert Union free speech platform on Monday. 
Green arm bands and black clothing were worn to symbolize unity. 
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BY EVE DEFOREST 
"It's often simpler for Americans 
to look outside of their society for 
a solution to their problem." This 
was one of the many insightful 
observations made by Professor 
Jules Benjamin, of the Ithaca Col-
lege History pepartm'ent, as he 
addressed a group of students and 
faculty last Wednesday evening. 
In his lecture entitled "Latin 
America: Dictators, Drugs, and 
Debt", Professor Benjamin offered 
a seldom heard, yet very legitimate 
view of America's "drug problem": 
the Latin American view. 
"A 'drug problem'. That is the 
way Americans always refer to it." 
said Benjamin. However, "In Latin 
America, there is a certain pride 
taken in the cocaine industry. They 
understand the cocaine business 
to be the only successful multi-
national corporation in their 
history that is making money." 
Beginning with the Reagan ad-
ministration, drug abuse in the 
United States became a major 
\I_. ' '• ._,, '-' ' ' '- • '•' 
social issue of the eighties. Nancy 
Reagan offered her solution by 
advising millions of Americans to 
"Just Say No." President George 
Bush turned the crisis into a poli-
tical one and has incorporated it 
into his foreign policy. 
than ever before. The policy is not 
working. "We tend to tum to what 
seems to be an easy solution for 
keeping drugs out because we are 
not willing to face those complex 
aspects of our culture that make 
drugs so popular," said Benjamin. 
''A 'drug problem. 'That is 
the way Americans always 
refer to itQ" 
Currently the United States fol-
lows a policy of interdiction, an 
attempt to prevent drugs from 
entering into the country by any 
means. The United States has been 
interdicting for the past 15 years, 
yet today there are more drugs 
and drug addicts in the country 
. . . \ 
Historically, Latin America has 
supplied raw materials to devel-
oped and industrial countries. 
Cocaine is one of only a number 
of commodities traded with the 
United States, including chocolate, 
coffee and tobacco, all of which 
are habit forming. According .to 
Benjamin, the Latin Americans see 
the trade as nothing new. "The 
most surprising thing is that it 
(cocaine) hasn't been legalized the 
way caffeine was." 
Cocaine is derived from the coca 
plant which has grown for over 
1,000 years in the Andes Mountain 
region. 70-80% of the coca is grown 
in the Huallago Valley of central 
Peru and in the Highlands of 
Bolivia. 
legal until the late 1970's when, 
because of our "drug problem," 
the United States pressured Peru 
to enforce restrictions. The value 
of other agricultural goods plum-
meted and there was an overall 
decline in the Peruvian economy. 
Recently Latin American econo-
mies have dropped more drastically 
than the economies of industrial-
ized countries during the Great 
Depression of the 1930's. 
Without an alternative source 
of income the growers fought back. 
"This is not an episode of MIAMI 
VICE, but farmers defending their 
livelihood," described Benjamin. 
In 1960, the Huallago Valley 
was settled in an attempt at land 
reform. The Peruvian government 
promised agrarian reform and aid 
would follow, but it never material-
ized. The colonists then began to 
produce the one crop that would As a result, a strange coalition 
grow in this area and would make of growers and revolutionary guer-
them money, coca. Simultaneously rillas came together in the l 980's. 
in the 1970's, cocaine began to The growers tum to the revolution-
compete with heroin industries and aries for protection from the govern-
production increased. Today 80% of ment. The narcotrafficante (Narcos) 
the value of agricultural products and the revolutionaries gain wide 
in the Huallago Valley comes from public support and revenue gener-
coca. Production of the plant was e 5 , see pag 
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London Center offers a different way to study 
LONDON CENTER: This Victorian Mamion houses the London 
Center program in the heart of the city. 
BY JIMFENNO 
Since 1972, the Office of Inter-
national Programs at Ithaca 
College has offered students the 
exciting and challenging oppor-
tunity to study in the city of 
London at the Ithaca College 
London Center. Enrollment aver-
ages approximately SO -60 fresh-
men and approximately 110 stu-
dents of sophomore standing or 
above. 
Freshmen go through the same 
application procedure required to 
enter any other school at Ithaca. 
The applications arc then reviewed. 
Students with a strong academic 
average, a 2.5 G.P.A. or higher, 
are given special consideration. 
Once accepted, freshmen are re-
qmred to stay an entire academic 
year at the London Center. Upper-
classmen arc given the option to 
remain for only one semester. 
The London Center Facilities 
include a restored Victorian man-
sion, where the central lounge, 
computer lab, study areas and 
most of the classrooms are located. 
In addition, there are two residence 
halls nearby which house fresh-
men. The remainder of the students 
live off campus in houses or flats, 
which the School helps find for 
them. All students have the privi-
lege of utilizing the facilities at the 
University of London's Imperial 
College Student Union. Here, there 
is easy access to a library, pool, 
gym, cafeteria and pub. 
Those who have participated in 
the freshman/ sophomore program 
in recent years consider it to be an 
enriching experience. It not only 
prepares them to pursue any future 
course of study, but gives them the 
opportunity to experience Lon-
don's unique historical heritage and 
culture. 
Beethoven's No. 4 and No. ll 
symphonies, along with numerous 
other performances. 
In addition to activities within 
the City of London, classes visit 
such historical locat'ions as 
Stratford-on-Avon, Stonehenge, 
"Many of the courses offered at the 
London Center are simply not 
available in the United States ... '' 
"Many of the courses offered at 
the London Center are simply not 
available in the United States," 
explained Ms. Amy Sonnenfeld, 
Assistant Director of International 
Programs at Ithaca, "especially 
since the curriculum includes such 
activities as field trips, theatre in 
London, and British Arts and 
Architecture." Ithaca's London 
Center students frequently parti-
cipate in class trips to experience 
some of what London has to offer. 
According to a recently published 
Ithaca College London Center 
catalog, London drama and theatre 
classes attended theatre .produc-
tions of As You Like It, The Three 
Sisters, School for Wives, The 
Triumph of Love, and Merchant 
of Venice. London music classes 
attend performances of Elgar's 
Violin Concerto and Cochaigne 
Overture, Stravinshy's Firebird, 
and others. Many students often 
choose to visit Ireland, Scotland 
France or Wales. Such trips ar~ 
often coordinated by the School. 
Still others are planned by students 
during their free time. 
Gia Morris and Jeniffer Clancy, 
sophomores who attended the 
program last year, described their 
freshman experience at the London 
Center as one of the most re-
warding and memorable times of 
their lives. "Going to the London 
Center as a freshman, you learn to 
take care of yourself and become 
more independent and mature 
while at the same time making 
good friends,"said Clancy. Morris 
added "You develop closer relation-
ships with other students, since, 
for many of us, it is our first time 
in a foreign country and for fresh-
man, it is the first experience at 
college." 
Open Budget Meeting ~Top prioriitie§ cdlis~ussetdl 
BY MICHELLE COHEN 
An open budget meeting was 
held on Wed., Oct. 25, at 3:00 in 
the North Meeting room. Students 
and faculty-were ·invited to com-
- mcnt or question on school funding 
before' any final decisions were 
made. Tom Salm, the Vice Presi-
dent of Business and Administra-
tive Affairs, chaired the meeting. 
The usual answers were given: the 
accreditation of the School of 
Business; computers; an increase 
in the salaries of staff and faculty; 
financial aid; an increase of capital 
toward the physical plant, which 
• includes maintenance, landscaping, 
repairs, installments and classroom 
equipment; and the maintenance 
The administration has a long 
"laundry list" of things to be done 
on campus. 
He immediately opened the floor 
to faculty and students. 
David Fleisher, Student Body 
President, posed the first question. 
It concerned top priorities for the 
upcoming 1990-1991 school budget. 
of academic standards that Ithaca 
College has met in the past. A 
proposal to maintain the academic 
standards included the hiring of 
seventeen new facultv members 
whic~ would cost appr~ximatcly a 
BEERS OF THE MONTH 
MOLSQN&olde~Ale $3~9}~~rE 
6Pack 12oz.Bottles & Light PWSDEPOsriLEASE 
MILLER Bf:iiWl $5~ tEit:\ 
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ir,, Bib. bags 
half a million dollars. Twenty-five 
thousand dollars is proposed to go 
towards a new curriculum develop-
ment of the ClE (Com'IJlon lnte\-
lectual Experience) which would 
interlock curriculums within the 
schools. 
Another question raised by 
Fleisher concerned tuition and 
academic instruction. He asked the 
Budget panel, which included all 
of the specialized vice presidents 
and deans on the I.C. campus, 
how many of our tuition dollars 
actually go towards instruction. 
Ninety percent of the tuition dol-
lars are used for instruction. 
Financial Aid was another issue 
at the meeting. Vice President of 
Communication, Lisa Fink, asked 
whether or not the increase of 
tuition would be paralleled with 
financial aid. The answer was that 
Financial Aid is a separate insti-
tution of Ithaca College. Each 
see page 5 
We'd like to show you a path 
that of ten holds Ifie greatest rewardo 
Rewarding careers for people 
who care. 
Down the road a few years from 
now, you're going to be glad you chose 
a career path today that's right in the 
heart of Boston. It's Northeastern 
University's Boston-Bouve College 
of Human Development Professions 
- the smart choice that leads to a 
greater reward for people who 
really care. 
The graduate programs offered by 
Boston-Bouve College provide you 
w:i~ a_wide range of career opportu-
ruties m health, sport, and leisure 
studies, rehabilitation, cowiseling, 
communication disorders and 
education. ' 
Our faculty have received national 
and international recognition for 
their research, teaching and service 
to others and to their profession. 
Boston-Bouve College has well-
established clinical affiliations with 
some o_f Boston's leading medical, 
educational and research facilities. 
Study may lead to a master's 
degree, certificate of advanced grad-
uate study (CAGS), or doctoral 
degree. Most Pn,>&rams are offered 
on a part-time as well a-; full-time 
has1s, combimng cla<,sroom theorv 
w1U1 pracucal hand<;-on experiem:e. 
Courses meet in the late afternoon 
and early evening, so students can 
continue to work. 
Graduate programs are offered m 
the following areas· 
Athletic 'Ii'aining 
Audiology 
Biomechanics 
Clinical E.,:ercise Physiology 
College Student Personnel Work 
& Counseling 
Consulting Teacher of Reading 
Counseling Psychology 
Curriculum & Instruction 
Educational Research 
Human Development 
Human Resource Counseling 
Human Services Specialist 
Physical Education 
Recreadon, Sport & Fitness 
Management 
Rehabilitation Administration 
Rehabilitation Counseling 
School Counseling 
School &Unstment Counseling 
School Psychology 
Speech-1.angnage Pathology 
Special Education 
Teacher Preparation 
Call (617) 437-2708, or writt> Grad-
uate School, Boston-Bouve College 
of Human Development Profession~, 
107 Dochser Hall, Northeastern L:'ni-
ver..1ty;Boston, MA 02115. Because 
~ome of life's greatest rewards come 
to those who care. 
Boston-Bouve 
College 
Northeastern 
University 
An N1uat OJ>ponuruty/.tffinnauv-r a<11Un unr\l'r.111)' 
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Amnesty International: Stands up for ffrce®d(l})mm 
BY AMY M. LIEBERMAN 
concerts and sold T-shirts to raise 
money to better educate the stu- . 
dent body about the organization. 
In their two years on campus, 
members of the group have also 
sponsored lectures on the topic 
and have written numerous letters 
to the prisoners. 
the prison and told them to let me 
go." 
This unbelievable phenomenon 
is happening and we can not afford 
to ignore it. Millions of innocent 
people are being incarcerated and 
having their lives destroyed for no 
reason. It is up to us to make sure 
this doesn't continue. Each and 
every one of us can help by taking 
a few minutes out to write a letter 
or give a donation. The more 
people who get involved, the better 
chance we have of preventing these 
innocent people from disappearing 
forever. 
"For years I was held in a tiny 
cell. My only human contact was 
with my torturers ... My only com-
pany were the cockroaches and 
mice ... On Christmas Eve the door 
to my cell opened and the guard 
tossed in a crumpled piece of 
paper. It said, 'Take heart. The 
world knows you are alive. We're 
with you. Regards, Monica, Am-
nesty International.' That letter 
saved my life." 
These letters, which are sent to 
the Embassy and officials who are 
responsible for the arrests, are 
passed onto the prisoners. The 
letters help the prisoners in many 
different ways; they may be moved 
to a cleaner cell, may receive better 
food, may have the opportunity to 
see or speak to their family and 
may even be released. A prisoner 
who was released from the Domin-
ican Republic said: "When the first 
two hundred letters came, the 
guards gave me back my clothes 
(the food rations increased and 
the beatings were fewer.) Then the 
next two hundred letters came, 
and the prison director got in touch 
with his superior. The letters kept 
coming and coming: Three thou-
Kuumbal lhleiiglm1tcerrn§ ~ll11Iltmnr~Il 
~warene§§ 
By GIA MORRIS 
Kuumba in Swahili means "crea-
tivity" which is truly the main 
theme of the Kuumba Repertory 
Theatre Company. 
more about their culture." 
"People are ignorant to other 
cultures which is a problem in our 
society" says Edwards. which 1s 
Since 1961, Amnesty Interna-
tional has been saving the lives of 
innocent people who are impri-
soned for practicing their own 
beliefs. It blossomed after an 
Englishman, Peter Bensonon, wit-
nessed two students being arrested 
after making a toast to "freedom" 
in a Latin American bar. Now, 
almost thirty years later, the organ-
ization is stronger than ever and 
continues to grow. 
"People are ignorant to other 
cultures which is a problem in our 
society." 
Last year's theme was entitled 
"Talents that inspire hope." It was 
dedicated to the Ithaca College 
students that were sick and could 
not be with them. This year's show 
is entitled "United We Stand, 
Divided We Fall." And they arc 
expecting a large turn out. 
They have many other perform-
ances that incorporate their cul-
ture. Last year they had a music 
theatre group come and tell them 
about the accomplishments of 
many Afro-Americans. 
Student concerns 
Michael Foloon, head coordi-
nator of the Amnesty International 
group on campus, has organized 
sand of them. The President was 
informed. The letters still kept 
arriving, and the President called 
Tanya Edwards, chairperson of 
the organization, explained that 
K uumba was formed in the '70's 
as an "outlet for people of color at 
Ithaca College that wanted to learn 
HOGAN'S 
INTRODUCES 
TBE 
BONBEB SPECIAt; 
* CALL ROG~l\N'S 
1,I-IE "BOMBER PIZZA SPECIAI ." 
~* * GET 1 FREE TOPPING FOR 
EJ\(~H ONE YOU BUY 
THAT'S RIGHT: 
~ 2 for 1 TCJPPINGS 
Good for the month 
of November 
YOU GET THE PICTURE0 
~r::c:::,=-* 4 FREE CC)KES WITH LARC_;E \Jl!.Z/\ 
-tr 2 FREE COKES WITH SM}\LL PIZZA 
* FREE PIZZA DELIVERY 
IC's PIZZA HOTLINE 
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why she feels that "Kuumba is 
here for everyone." She feels that 
"through song, dance, and poetry 
we can learn about each other." . 
On Nov. 14, Kuumba will have 
their semester poetry night. Twice"-
a year, they have a show where 
people can read and discuss poetry. 
This semester they are doing it a 
little differently. They have hired a 
story teller who is going to tell 
black fables. It will be held in the 
coffeehouse in the Student Union. 
Kuumba is indirectly affiliated 
with two other organizations on 
campus. They are The Amani-
Gospel Choir and the African 
Latino society. Many of the thirty 
active members of Kuumba belong 
to the other two groups as well. 
Since they are "competing for the 
same audience", they feel there is a 
need for constant communications 
between the groups. 
The Kuumba Repertory Theater 
"Kuumba is here for 
everyone ... through.s.o.ng:, ... 
dance and poetry' ·we "'can __ ,. 
learn about each other. n 
Everyone is welcome and there is 
no charge. 
company meets every other Wed. 
night in the African-Latino Society 
room. 
Nothing But Stuffed Animals 
l 08 Dryden Rd o Collegetown o 273-4857 
Next to Cafe Decadence and the parking garage 
SHABBAT SERVICES 
Muller Chapel Friday, 6:00pm 
Saturday, 10:30am 
SHABBAT DINNER 
Terrace Dining 
(Reservations 274-3103) 
Friday, 7: 15pm 
I\ 
ROCK & BOWL SATURDAY NIGB-lli ¥lll 
meet 10:00pm at Muller Chapel for a ride V 
I '• ,1\ ;'I' _. t 
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Ithacan Inquirer 
How serious do you think the 
JP>~nalty should be for possessnoll1l o1f 
a fake IlD? 
GAURAB 'flEWAIRH 
Garet Mayer 
'92 Economics 
Having a fake I.D. is simply a 
rebellion against a ridiculous law. 
The penalty should be minor, for 
in the end it is the law that should 
be penalized. 
C 
0 
0 
..... ~ ,· . ...,.... .---·- , 
Andy Osvick 
'90 English 
The offender should paint the 
yellow line on the highway; a mile 
for each year of insufficient age. A 
silly penalty for a silly rule. 
:· '~:[~~;~( 
I 
Pamela Edwardo 
'90 Management 
Fake I.D. s are a serious 
problem, the offender 
should be on strict probation 
until they are 21. 
0 
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Pro-Choice rail~ 
Advo~ates speak out 
h h t ·h their support for pro-choice at Ellen Dougherty and Heather Tait tie purple arm bands on e_ac ot er O s ow 
Wednesday's campus rally. Upcoming article in next week's issue. 
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Budget 
from page 2 
students' needs are examined indi-
vidually, based on tuition, room 
and board, etc. The administration 
made it ver:y clear that there has 
been a decline in government fund-
ing since 1979. Matt Wall, Senior 
Vice President, commented that in 
the last eight years there has been 
a 240 percent increase in Financial 
Aid given to students on Ithaca's 
the London Center does not have 
equal facilities(ie a student union). 
It was explained that all students 
are not educated in the same way 
for the same tuition dollars. For 
example, a business student does 
~ot receive the same type of educa-
tion that a chemistry student does. 
A lab _f~e is not extra. It is part of 
the tu1t10n. There is no distinction 
between students and schools. 
Faculty in the London Center are 
paid a higher salary because of 
their location. Also, many field 
ooo all students are not 
educated in the same way 
for the same dollars. 
campus. John Galt, Budget Direc-
tor, reported that fifteen years ago, 
Ithaca College was found to be 
one of the most expensive schools. 
Now, Ithaca College is one of the 
least exper:sive schools to attend 
within a comparative group, with 
much financial aid offered. 
Stephanie Bass, Vice President 
of the Student Body, raised another 
issue that many London goers 
wonder about. Why does the tui-
tion of the London Center equal 
the tuition at Ithaca College when 
l'"1 
AMW:CAN 
MAIIKETING 
A'£(;CIA!l()N 
/5 
COMING. 
trips within London, including the 
theatre and museums, are included 
in the tuition. 
Barbara De Wall, a faculty mem-
ber, ques~ioned how well students 
and faculty fare with computers 
dedicated to certain schools. As of 
now, the School of Business, the 
Computer Science and the Mathe-
matics Departments have their own 
computers, strictly for their use. If 
a student from Humanities and 
Sciences wanted to use a computer 
in the Smiddy Building it would 
THE KING IS COMING 
be difficult to obtain use. All other 
students must share computers. 
Proposed is a compromise between 
open and dedicated computers. 
The Administration has a "long 
laundry list" of things to be done 
on campus. Included is an aca-
demic recreational area for stu-
dents, which would include clinics, 
labs and health performance 
therapies. This building could be 
used by the whole student body. 
The Science Building is also due 
for renovations. 
The Music School has been ask-
in!!, for approximately three years 
for an expansion in the electronic 
musical department. As of now, 
twenty-five professors arc sharing 
small, box-like offices. Residential 
Life always has budget needs. 
Renovations of present residential 
halls are a constant need. 
Galt explained that the tuition 
rates and budget rates are a com-
promised system. One depends on 
the other. The budget is reviewed 
before any increase in tuition is 
considered. Before tuition is in-
creased the budget is reviewed 
again and again until it is accept-
able. 
Students are urged to talk to the 
specialized Vice Presidents and 
Deans if they have any questions 
or comments. Fleisher also wel-
comes any questions or comments. 
He is located in the Student 
Activities Office on the third floor 
of the Student Union. 
-
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Drug§ 
from page I 
ated by taxing the coca. 
The production process i~ very 
simple. The farmers grow the coca 
plants and pick the leaves. The 
stampers crush the leaves and 
make it into a coca paste. The 
paste is packed and taken to jungle 
air strips where Narcos pick it up 
apd fly it out of the country , 
mostly to Columbia, for refining. 
A majority of the people arc in-
volved in some aspect of the 
process and it is vastly profitable. 
"It is clear for the farmers to see 
that the United States is putting 
pressure on their government to 
destroy their livelihood." 
Now that coca production is 
illegal, you find Peru to be a 
country filled with violence and 
growing anti-United States senti-
ment. The army clashes with revo-
lutionaries. The revolutionaries 
clash with Narcos. The armv clash-
es with Narcos and Narc~s clash 
with Narcos. There arc always 
various factions fighting. The scen-
arios change slightly in the other 
Latin American countries, but the 
core situation remains the same. 
Professor Benjamin explained 
that on the international level, the 
Narcos have learned, "the smaller 
the country, the less it takes to buy 
the government." Small countries 
in Central America and the Carib-
Jf <O>tunrilll~Ilnsm 
from page I 
ism concentration available within 
the TV/ R program. 
By mutual agreement, the Itha-
can was moved from the basement 
of Landon Hall to the Park build-
ing. It is expected that once the 
major is in place, the Ithacan wi\\ 
become part of a co-curricular pro-
gram involving journalism majors. 
In addition, new faculty mem-
bers have been hired and a journal-
ism committee, consisting of four 
TV/ R professors, meet weekly to 
discuss and conceptualize the jour-
nalism major. A target date for 
THE ITHACAN S 
bean, such as Panama and Hon-
duras, are used as places to launder 
1rug money and as points for 
planes to land and ship drugs. 
United States policies of inter-
diction are not working. By trying 
to prevent drugs from entering the 
country, the American government 
has generated an increase in anti-
United States sentiment, antagon-
ized civil war in Columbia, fueled 
the growth of revolutionary guer-
rillas and placed United States 
agents and forces in direct military 
involvement. There are also several 
cases where we find Narcos on the 
CIA payroll for reasons of"nation-
al security.""Our anti Communism 
perspective towards Latin America 
gets in the way with and puts us in 
a league with the people responsi-
ble for the problem.,. said Benjamin. 
Interdiction· will 
not solve the 
"drug problem" 
in America. 
't' 
Interdiction will not solve the 
"drug problem" in America. Our 
society needs to identify and face 
the aspects which have made it 
dependent on drugs. Until we do 
this the United States will gnly 
continue to support Latin America 
through our most effective foreign 
aid program to date; drug money. 
not see the major as just a simu-
lation of a news department and 
feels "a critical thinking of infor-
mation, not just simulation, is 
important." 
Bruce Swai.n, a professor from 
the University of Georgia and 
journalism committee member, 
brings his reporting and editing 
expertise to the TV/ R department. 
So far he is the only professor 
teaching print journalism. But 
Swain notes that reporting, news 
writing and copy editing courses 
already exist and have been taui;ht 
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the major has been set by Dean 
Bohn for the spring semester of 
1991. 
One member of the journalism 
committee, Assistant Professor of 
TV/ R, John Hochheimt:r, stresses 
that the major will be unique in 
that it won't simply be a compen-
dium of writing courses. He does 
in the past. It's a matter of "pulling 
it all together towards a major," 
says Swain. "I gave up tenure to 
come here. I wouldn't have come 
if I didn't think they were serious." 
Grab your video cam or a note 
pad: Ithaca College is serious 
about offering you journalism, 
broadcast and print. 
!ESCAPE FROM ITHACA~~~ 
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Ithaca College Stud~nts Educating About AIDS 
-------------- lPC,cne: 274-3222 --------------
The Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) is the virus that is related to AIDS. The virus can be spread by infected blood, semen, or vaginal 
fluids. There are things you can do to be safer and reduce your risk of infection. 
IRedu.dng Youur Risk 
* Use a latex condom with a water based lubricant with 
nonoxynol-9 spermicide during intercourse 
* Use a latex condom during oral sex on a man 
* Use a split condom or dental dam for oral sex on a woman 
* Don't share needles (works); if you must, clean them: 
I 
I. dr~w in bleach and squirt out 3 times, 
draw in water and squirt out 3 times. 
AIDS Prevention Guidelines 
SAFE 
SEX PRACTICES 
Fantasy 
Massage, Hugging 
POSSIBLE SAFE 
SEX PRACTICES 
2. clean your spoon and cooker with bleach and water. 
* Never share cotton when shooting up 
_ Social Kissing (dry) 
Body-to-Body Rubbing 
Mutual Masturbation 
French Kissing (wet) 
Cunnilingus 
Sucking Before Climax 
Vaginal Sex with Condom 
Anal Sex with Condom 
lHlill'llts on Condom Use 
1Hlnrrnl1:s Oll1l <Con11<dlom lt.Jse 
-Protect from heat and sunlight -Avoid tearing with fingernails 
-Use with a reservoir tip -Hold base while withdrawing 
-Use nonoxynol-9 spermicide -Never reuse it 
This information is printed in the hope of reducing the risk of AIDS Transmission, and in no 
way intends to condone the use of drugs or sexual activities you are n_ot comfortable with. 
The following have contributed to this advertisement both with the intention of promoting 
AIDS prevention and with financial support. 
Douglas C. Schreiber International Club Doug Mathews 
Susanne Morgan Snatily Gefilta Goldberg Stephanie Smith 
Bruce Henderson Chelle Adinolfo Peter Rooks 
Charles I. Nero Rick Waite Judy Weir 
Jennifer Yedziniak Brenda Rose Charkow Gloria Mayne 
Lori Feder Tracy Parsons Amanda Zaucha 
Nicole Pacht Stacey Tolchinsky Mary Beth Duffy 
Feminists for Action & Awareness Kathy Bower Jarret A. Shew 
Stand for Peace Sherilyn Cady Ashley Lewis · 
Sarah Etelman Mike Foster Nicole Leon 
Allison Sigrist Connie Taggart Kevin Weisberg 
Sara Wyckoff Leonora Priolo Sally Supinski Jeff Corbit Brian Collentro Lisa Wolley 
Kathy Moriarity Julie Langbar D. Edelson 
Elaine Leeder Anonymous Tanya Allyn 
Dave Lee Anonymous Emmy McIntyre 
Betty Cahalan Tom Tini Stacy Nitabach 
Catherine Adams Beth Kosilla Debbie Ziskin 
Nikki Humphrey Deborah Wynhoven Amy Dunckelmann 
Tania Dayanoff Mark Lipetz April Hunter 
Susan Muhlsteff Cyndi Fleichman Michelle Safiw 
Loren Levi Carrie Bloom Linda Cherenson Shay Cole Jennifer Goetz Tamara Garrison 
Rachel Schnefer Stephanie Cohen Wendy Mafus 
Jo Sprague Michelle Kessler Andrea Stoddard Jim Kuehl Kate West Bill Weisberger 
Alison Lee Christopher Sadler Jeff Fish 
Melissn Weiss Howard Jeff Noll 
Ataman Ozyildirim Laurel Hall Lori Rubin 
DonFortunn Karen Kourkoulis Randi Klebanoff 
Jodi Coleton Rachel A. Frank Hilary Lynch 
Conl.ltion for Choice Amy Eigen Nancy Rosenstein 
Linda Benkovic 
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Abortion.~ W ([))lffiil®rrn9 
M e111 :aimHd1 (G(())(dl 
_Abortion, like capital punishment and euthenasia 
is one of those topics that concern life and death' 
going beyond politics, gossip circles and CNN'~ 
Crossfi_re. The abortion debate seems to elude any 
resol~t1on- whether by rational reasoning or heated 
emotions. So to find an answer, some people look 
past themselves and embrace the Diety of their choice 
proclaiming "I am right!" ' 
You've heard this rallying cry· before: "God is on 
our side." Whether it's Christian crusaders ruthlessly 
raiding villages lacking a patron saint or a fervent 
worshipper of _Allah blowing himself up in the cockpit 
of a 747, ''God is on your side." Generally· speaking, 
women do not get caught up in such demagogical 
brainwashing;: but often wind up between the Ten 
Commandments and a hard place. 
In the first- bQok of ·the Bible, Adam was told by 
God to go out and work as a result of wrongfully 
eating the :fruit. Eve was told she would experience 
great pain in childbearing. In addit.ion, He(God) 
commanded Eve to be faithful to her husband! For 
eating the fruit? Clearly, enforcing morality was what 
the men who wrote those verses had in mind. 
From the Ten Commandments to the U.S. Consti-
tution, most authoritative codes of morality and 
justice reflect the intentions of their male creators, be 
it God the Father or Benjamin Franklin. It was just 
this century when women finally won the right to 
vote. Despite gains in financial equality, women are 
still subject to gross sexism- and unfortunately, like 
other minorities- violence. Four women die each day 
in this country as a result of battering. It's tough to be 
a woman. 
It's especially tough when George Bush is in office. 
For an Episcopalian, George sure had enough 
chutzpah to veto a Congressionally-approved bill 
allowing for national funding of abortions for rape 
and incest victims. It was his choice to veto the bill; 
The women hurt by the bill had no choice in becoming 
pregnant. It's especially tough when Randall Terry of 
the anti-abortion group, Operation Rescue, screams 
at women entering an abortion clinic: "You're doing 
the work of Satan! Would you help kill Jews too?" 
Pro-Lifers' belief in their cause reduces to a faith in 
their J udeo-Christian religion, a religion with a history 
of sexual inequality and many by-products like 
Randall Terry, who hope to judge what women can 
do with their bodies. Until women can be judged as 
equals to their male counterparts, maybe they should 
judge for themselves. 
Michael Malosky 
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Black 
A W~Il"telI1lte§§ 
To the Editor: 
Monday, Nov. 6, was Black 
Solidarity Day. A large group of 
African Americans gathered at the 
Venitt Terrace to show their unity. 
An even larger group of white 
people circled around to listen and 
watch. It was wonderful to see so 
many white people interested in 
the event, though it was a sad 
reminder that it doesn't take long 
for a group of whites to outnumber 
a group of blacks at Ithaca College. 
Even more interesting were the 
fears expressed by ~ome white, 
about blacks' u,e of violence to 
"Fight the Power." Several speak-
ers mentioned that fighting the 
power could be done non-violently. 
But, it was also said that non-
violence is ineffective against insti-
tutional racism. Do we have an-
other civil war coming here? 
Not necessarily. Remember, 
racism, like ·any -ism, involves an 
oppressor/ oppres,ed relationship 
where the oppressor has the power 
(,ocially, economically, politically, 
etc ... ) to do so. Thus, "Fight the 
Power" doesn't have to mean 
"Fight the Oppressor." As was 
repeatedly stated at the rally, pro-
black does not equal anti-white. 
It's the white,' abuse of power that 
must be fought. 
As whites, then, perhaps it's not 
too late to put off a violent fight 
again~t our power. Why don't we 
work to change the powers that 
be? Let's work to make it so that 
no one has to fight it. Let's have 
more white and black social inter-
action. Whites arc more than wel-
come to join the African-Latino 
Society (meetings every Wednes-
day, 8 PM, ALS room of the West 
Tower, first floor). Let's have more 
employment of blach at fair wages 
(affirmative action may not be 
desirable to us whites, but is there 
a better alternative? Let's see more 
blacks in political office. The next 
time you're turned off by a black 
candidate because you think he/ 
she just stands for "black" issues, 
think again. Don't blacks have 
just as much right to have their 
concerns brought up in this repre-
sentative deomocracy? 
A power that is shared by blacks 
and whites is one that need not be 
fought. Racism can be ended with 
this change in power; we must 
have faith in that possibility, The 
change can come by the oppressed 
rising up and ·(most likely) using 
violence or by the oppressors 
smartening up and wholeheartedly 
sharing its power. Better yet, the 
change can come by both blacks 
and whites working together pro-
actively. I support-the latter and 
believe it can be done only with a 
strong, unified black community. 
Telecommunica-
tions Management '90 
Gil"OUllifl)§ N (eWfil° 
Gnveirn RU11He§ 
To the Editor: 
I must first preface this letter by 
stating that I am not a represen-
tative of any group and that the 
following letter was drawn up 
based solely upon my own opin-
ions and feelings. 
This letter regards the Nov. 2 
article "Greek Life At LC." l think 
what the gentleman from the \nter-
Fraternity Council fails to realize 
is that a resident can put anything 
on the door to his or her dorm 
room. He also fails to recognize 
the fact that the men who display 
their fraternity letters on their 
doors are members of a national 
organization, regardless of whether 
Ithaca College decides to recognize 
them as an on-campus group. 
Another fact that seems to have 
been misplaced- when the article 
was written is the fact that these 
organirntions are being given the 
runaround by the Administration. 
Throughout the article a main 
theme seems to be that these 
groups arc not "playing by the 
rules" the fact is, these groups 
were never given the "rules." As 
early as last May the Ithaca College 
was notified of the intent to bring 
national fraternities and sororities 
to Ithaca College. However, the 
Administration ha~ not made any 
progress in drafting the "rules" 
that these organizations must 
follow. 
The question that the last fact 
begs is, "Why arc the rules that 
these organizations must follow 
any different from the rules that 
any of the local greek organiza-
tions had to follow when they 
gained their recognition? This is a 
very curious point. One of the 
fraternities that is seeking recog-
nition at Ithaca College has up-
wards of 56 members. That num-
ber represents almost I% of the 
Ithaca College population. Num-
bers like that cannot be ignored! If 
I% of the College population is 
willing to take the chance on an 
organization that is not yet even 
recognized than how many more 
would become involved after it is. 
It would seem that the Admini-
stration is playing games with the 
whole Ithaca College community. 
If Ithaca College has appointed a 
task force to determine if greek 
life should be expanded than it is 
just a facade, a farce. If there is 1 % 
Clf the campus community m-
valved, then it is obviously some-
thing that should be done. If it is 
not done that the Administration 
is running the school for itself 
instead of running it for the stu-
dents who pay to be here. 
Obviously the interest in na-
tional fraternities has materialized. 
If Michael McGrcevey says it 
hasn't, then he is outright lying. 
These people should not be ignored 
by their own college! 
Michael Keitz 
Corporate Communications '92 
IRAs~ Not taiIIB 
(())ffice JJ o 1b 
To the Editor: 
November 8, \989 was offtcia\\y 
de~i.gnated as "RA. A.ppteci.ation 
Day" by the Residential' Life 
Student Recognition Task Force, 
and we would like to take this 
opportunity to thank the RAs of 
Ithaca College for their countless 
contributions and efforts. 
As many of you know RAs arc 
expected to do alot. They are sup-
posed to counsel, act as a resource, 
disicipline, program in a variety of 
areas, develop community and the 
list goes on. Futhermore, they a.re 
somehow expected to maintain 
their grades and have a personal 
life. 
Sometimes it seems the RA job 
could only be done by super-
humans. In a way, this is true. 
Although RAs arc ordinary stu-
dents, they have extraordinary 
talents and skills, not to mention 
heart. What other individual could 
counsel a student in the aftermath 
of a broken relationship, program 
about cultural diversity, mediate a 
roommate conflict, handle a crisis. 
and complete homework all in one 
day? 
The RA position is no ordinary 
job. The RA doesn't work a certam 
number of hours in an office and 
then go home. Their home is their 
office, and their job is one that 
doesn't end a 5 PM or even 2:00 in 
the morning. An RA never quits 
being an RA 
If you arc a student living in the 
Residence Halls, we hope that you 
will take the opportunity to simply 
say thank you to your RA today. 
Thank them for caring, under-
standing, educating and giving self-
lessly of their time. We're sure 
your gratitude will be appreciated. 
If you're an RA what is there to 
say? How do we thank you for 
your sincere desire to make a differ-
ence in other people' lives? While 
at times your efforts may seem to 
go unnoticed, know that your 
impact doesn't stop here. You can 
never know where your influence 
will end and that in itself is a great 
reward. 
Student Recognition Tns!t Force 
• 
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WHAT'S HAPP-ENING 
1fllnunrsday 
Novemberr ~ 
Advnnce Registrntion for Spring 
1990 
The Roy H. Park School or Com-
munications Photography Gallery 
presents "Still Lifes" by Dency 
Ann Kane of New York City, 
Lobby, Park School of Communi-
cations. 
The Handwerker G1lllery presents 
the Annual Facuhy Art Exhibition, 
First Floor of Gannett Center, 
9:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m. 
Career Planning and Placement 
Resume Writing Workshop, North 
Meeting Room, Campus Center, 
12:00 noon - I :00 p.m. 
American Marketing A~ociation 
Meeting, Conference Room, 
Campus Center, 12:00 noon - I :00 
p.m. 
Ithaca College Amnesty Inter-
national Meeting, 203 Friends 
Hall, 12: IO p.m. 
Dayspring Prayer nnd Worship, 
North Meeting Room, Campus 
Center, 7:00 p.m-9:00 p.m. 
Open Meeting For Students With 
John Oblack, Vice President of 
Student Affairs and Campus Life 
and Donna Walsh, Director of the 
Counseling Center, Clark Louge, 
Campus Center, 12:00 noon. 
Campus Center Manager Meeting, 
Room 110, Campus Center, 6:30 -
8:JOp.m. 
Department of Philosophy and 
Religion Lecture, Muller Chapel, 
7:00 - 9:00 p.m. 
Students of Sign Language at 
Ithaca College Bi-Weekly Meeting, 
DeMotte Room, Campus Center, 
7:00p.m. 
1 Career Planning and Placement 
On Campus Recruitment, Clark 
Lounge, Campus Center, 7:00 -
9:00p.m. 
College Democrats Meeting, 303 
Friends Hall, 8:15 p.m. 
S.T.A.N.D for Peace Meeting, 
DeMotte Room, Campus Center, 
8:00-10:00 p.m. 
Student Activities Board presents 
"An Evening With James Mapes," 
Emerson Suites, Campus Center, 
&:OOp.m. 
Department of Theater Arts pre-
sents The Devil's Disciple, Hoerner 
Theater, 8:00 p.m. 
Residential Life Meeting, South 
Meeting Room, Campus Center, 
8:00 - 9:30 p.m. 
Syracuse Symphony Orchestra, 
Ford Hall Auditorium, 8:30 p.m. 
American Marketing Association 
Meeting, North Meeting Room, 
Campus Center, 9:00 - 10:30 p.m. 
JFrnolay 
November].@ 
Men's B- Team Wrestling lthacn 
Invitational, 2:00 p.m. (H) 
Jewish Sabbath, Muller Chapel, 
6:00p.m. 
Student Activities Board Films 
present The Unbearable Lightness 
of Being, l02 Textor Hall, 7:00 
and 9:30 p.m. 
Graduate Piano/Lecture Recital, 
Azusa Tsumura, Nabenhauer 
Room, Ford Hall, 7:00 p.m. 
Student Activities Board Midnight 
Movies present The Adventures of 
Buckaroo Banzai: Across the 
~ighth Dimension, 102 Textor 
Hall, 12:00 midnight. 
Department or Theater Arts pre-
sents The Devil's Disciple, 
Hoerner Theater, 8:00 p.m. 
Sahmrday 
November JlJ. 
Twenty-second Annual Southern 
Hospitality Forensics Tournament, 
Southern Connecticut State Uni-
versity (New Haven en 
Jewish Sabbath, Muller Chapel, 
J0:30a.m. 
Varsity Football at Washington 
and Jefferson, 1.:00 p.m. (A) 
Women's Varsity Swimming and 
Diving at William Smith, 2:00 p.m 
(A) 
Men's B-Team Wrestling at Ithaca 
Invitational, I0:00 a.m (H) 
Catholic Muss, Muller Chapel, 
6:00p.m. 
Student Activities Board Films 
present The Unbearable Lightness 
of Being, 102 Tex.tor Hall, 7:00 
and 9:30 p.m. 
Department of Theatw Arts pre-
sents "The Devil's Disciple", 
Hoerner Theater, 2:00 and 8:00 
p.m. 
Choral Composition Competition 
Festival Concert, Ford Hall, 
Auditorium, 7:00 p.m. 
Amani Singers "Gospel Fest," 
Emerson Suite C, Campus Center, 
7:00p.m. 
Residential Life Resident Assist-
ant (RA) Interview Training, 
Emerson Suite A and B, Campus 
Center, 7:00 - l0:00 p.m. 
Student Activities Board Midnight 
Movies present The Adventures of 
Buckaroo Banzai: Across the 
Eighth Dimension, 102 Texror 
Hall, 12:00 midnight. 
Sumrndltai.y 
N ovemlbeir n2 
Twenty-second Annual Southern 
Hospitality Forensic Tournament, 
(New Haven CT) 
The English Club Literary. Film 
Screening, Clark Lounge, Campus 
Center, 8:00- 11:00 p.m. 
Dennis Finnegan, classical guitar-
ist, will be performing at the A BC 
Cafe, 11:00 a.m ~ 2:00 p.m. 
Monday 
N ovembeir ].3 
Advance Registration for Spring 
1990 
Office of Admissions presents 
"Discovery Days 1989" 
The Roy H. Park School of Com-
munications Photography Gallery 
presents "Still Lifes" by Dency 
Ann Kane, of New York City, 
Lobby, Park School of Communi-
cations. 
Religious Council presents 
Dr. Gary Spencer on "Campus 
Bigotry," Muller Chapel, 2:00 -
4:00 p.m. 
Judicial Affairs Conduct Review 
Board, South Meeting Room, 
Campus Center, 6:45 - 11 :00 p.m. 
106 WVIC Meeting, Room l lO, 
Campus Center, 7:00-8:15 p.m. 
Student Government Executive 
Board Meeting, Conference 
Room, Campus Center, 7:00 p.m. 
1989 - 1990 Thematic Festival 
Panel Discussion, Clark Lounge, 
Campus Center, 7:00 p.m. 
Bureau of Concerts Meeting, 
DeMotte Room, Campus Center, 
7:00p.m. 
Accounting Club Meeting, Clark 
Lounge, Campas Center, 7:00 -
9:00p.m. 
Investment Club Meeting, North 
Meeting Room, Campus Center, 
7:00 - 9:00 11.m. 
Student Activities Board Presents 
"Lip Sync,." Emerson Su_iJes. 
Campus Cent~r. 8:00 - 11 :00 o. rn. 
Guest Artist, Fritz · Gearhart; 
Violin, Ford Hall Auditorium, 8: 15 
p.m. 
1funes«Ilay 
N ovemberr ]A1 
Advance Registration for Spring 
1990 
The Roy H. Park School of Com-
munications Photography Gallery 
presents "Still Lifcs" by Dency 
Ann Kane, of New York City, 
Lobby, Park School of Communi-
cations. 
Hillel Tuesday Topics: Traditions 
and Tachlis, "Taking on The 
Future- Knowing What Came 
Campus Center Staff Meeting, Before."Contact Hillel for further 
Emerson Suites, Campus Center, information. 
Advnnce Registration for Spring 8·30 m I 00 m 
· a. · - : P- · Student Activities Board Meeting, 
1990 Catholic Mass, Muller Chapel, North Meeting Room; Campus 
Las
8
t Day toCWithdrnw with "W" I0:15a.m., l:00and9:00p.m. Center, 12:00noon-l:OOp.m. 
in emester ourses H1"llel Meet1"ng, Con'erence Room, A M 
Tb R H P k S I f ,, merican arketing Association e oy · ar choo ° Campus Center, 12:00 noon - 2:00 M · C f 
Ithaca Violon Cello Ensemble, 
Ford Hall Auditorium, 8:15 p.m 
Student Government Student Con-
gress Meeting, North Meeting 
Room, Campus Center, 8:15 -
I0:30p.m. 
Sugar Moon will be performing at 
the ABC Cafe, 9:30- 11:30 p.m. 
Ithaca College Christian Forum 
meets, Room I JO, Campus Center, 
7:30 p.m. For more information 
call 277--0503. 
The History Club Sponsors speak-
er Tracy Mitrono, History pro-
fessor on American Feminism: The 
Female Response to the American 
Political Fiction, Textor 103, 7:30 
p.m. 
Faculty Colloquium Series pre-
sents Uwe Reichenbach, Computer 
Science, on "Can Machines 
Learn?," DeMottc Room, Campus 
Center, 12: 10- I: IO p.m. 
Alpha Epsilon. Rho General 
Meeting, North Meeting Room, 
Campus Center, 6:00 - 8:00 p.m. 
American Production and Inven-
tory Control Society General 
Meeting, DeMotte Room, Campus 
Center, 7:00-8:00 p.m. 
Financial Management Association 
Speaker, TBA, Clark Lounge, 
Campus Center, 7:00 - 9:00 p.m. 
Wednesday 
November15 
Advance Registration for Spring 
1990 
o The Community School of Music : 
: and Arts Gallery presents the Anne o 
: Colby Show, Oct. 19-Nov. IJ. : 
: Uniq~e pain!ings by a local artist : 
o previewed m the "Me Too!" 0 
: exhibit. : 
: The City Federation of Women's : 
o Organizations has estabmhed The 0 
: Career Connection, a new Com- : 
· : munity based non-profit center : 
0 offering comprhensive career ser- : 
: vices to women and men located o 
: in the Women's Communitv Build- : 
: ing. : 
° Community School of Music and : 
: Arts 30th Anniversary Show, o 
: November 9 - 18, Monday - Friday : 
: 10:00 a.m - 5:00 p.m, Saturday : 
o 11:00 a.m -l:00 p.m at the Gallery : 
: of Community School of Music • 
: and Arts, corner of South Aurora : 
0 and Prosoect Street, Ithaca. 0 
0 •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Workshops 
Academic Computer Services 
offers: 
Introduction to MS-DOS and 
, WordPerfect- Extended Session. ' 
Monday November 20, 10:00 a.m 
- noon. An introductory workshop 
designed for the complete beginer 
who would like to use WordPerfect 
on an IBM-type computer. Friends 
I 12. lO person limit. Stop by 
friends I06 or call 274-3030 to 
sign up for this course. 
Intermediate WordPerfect 5.0 
Session I, Thursday, November 9, 
12: 10 - I :OS p.m or Thursday, 
November 16, 12:10 - 1:05 p.m. 
An intermediate WordPerfect 
Workshop is for people already 
comfortable using WordPerfect . 
and would like to learn more · 
about it. Topics include block, 
concept of hidden codes, headers 
and footers, and simple macros. 
Friends 112. 12 person limit. Stop 
by Friends 106 or call 274-3030 to 
· sign up for this course. 
The Roy H. Park School or Com- . The Macintosh (question and 
munications Photography Gallery , answer session), Wednesday, 
presents "Still Lifes" by Dency N b 15 3 00 5 00 ovem er , : - : p.m. 
Ann Kane, of New York City, This is your chance to work with a 
Lobby, Park School of Com- Macintosh expert to learn how to 
munications. use the Mac m an informal 
Composer/ Lecture, Warren question and answer small group 
Benson, Ford Hall Auditorium, session. DeM"otte· Room, Campus 
10:00 a.m. Center. 
Student Government Grt'jlt Amer-
ican Smoke-Out Luncheon, 
DeMotte Room, Campus Center, 
12:00 noon. 
Men's B-Team Wrestling at Bing-
hamton, 6:00 p.m.(A) 
Judicial Affairs Conduct Review 
Board, South Meeting Room, 
Campus Center, 6:45 - 11 :00 p.m. 
Campus Safety/Student Auxiliary 
Security Patrol Weekly Meeting, 
Room l 10, Campus Center, 8:00 -
I0:00 p.m. 
Horn Choir and Trombone 
Troupe, Ford Hall Auditorium, 
8:ISp.m. 
Campus Center presents a concert 
featuring Rick Beato, The Pub/ 
Coffeehouse, Campus Center, 9:00 
p.m. 
Residential Life Quad Area 
President's Council Meeting, North 
Meeting Room, Campus Center, 
9:00 - 10:00 p.m. 
' ACS Workshops are open to all 
Ithaca College Students, Faculty , 
. and Staff members. If you have ' 
any questions, contact Dave Weil ~ 
(x30~8) _ ~ 
NSF Minority Graduate Fellow-
ships: Fellowships for minority 
students pursuing master's or 
doctoral degrees in mathematical, 
physical, biological, engineering 
and social sciences. Application 
deadline: Nov. 9, 1989. 
Communications Photography eetrng, on erence Room, 
Gallery presents "Still Lifes" by p.m. Campus Center, 12:00 noon - I :00 0•E• 0 • ~ • 0 • 0 ll • •; • • o o o o • o o o o o 
Dency Ann Kane, of New York Protestant Service, MullerChapel, p.m. o Xu.1l"2. lf.0.ll.Oo : 
City, Lobby, Park School of U~!~=-i~mmo Psi Fall Recital, Students for Improved Communi- · : 
Mellon Fellowship in the Human-
ities for 1990-91: Stipends of 
11,500 plus tuition and fees will be 
awarded to outstanding students 
pursuing Ph.D degrees in the 
humanities in preparation for a 
career in college teaching and 
scholarship. Nomination deadline: 
Communications. Nabenhauer Room, Ford Hall, cations Meeting, Room 277, Park AIDS WORK of Tompkins : 
Senoir Class 200 Day &rt Th School of Communications, I 2: IO County offers three support 0 
B b S s Y, e I :00 p.m. p m group_s: Pe_ople in all phases of : om helter, 9:00 p.m. Faculty Chamber Music Series · · 
The Handwerker Gallery Presents presents Ithaca Brass, Ford Hall Campus Safety/Student Auxiliary HIV infection, Women with HIV : 
the Annual Faculty Art Exhibition, A d"t · 3 00 Security Patrol Executive Com- infection and Family and Friends • 
u i onum, : p.m. . W k of people w·1th HIV/AIDS. Call • First Floor of Gannett Center m1ttee ee ly Meeting, Confer- • 
' Ithaca College Speech-Language- 272-4098 or 272-3040 • 
9:00 a.m - 5:00 p.m. Hearing Association Meeting, ence Room, Campus Center, A . : 
Career Planning and Placement North Meeting Room, Campus 4:00-5:30 p.m. C c~i°unt~g Job Fair at Hunter 0 
Job Search Workshop, DeMotte Ce 7 00 Residence Hall Assoc1·at10• n E"ecu-. ? ege est Tower in New York • nter, : p.m. .. City. Representatives from small • 
Nov. 6, Application deadline: 
Dec.4. 
Davies Jackson Scholarship: A 
two year full scholarship at St. 
John's College in the University of 
Cambridge, England is offered to 
seniors graduating in 1990 who 
~ interested in the general human- , 
1t1es, economics, or architecture. 
Application deadline: Dec. ], 1989 , 
Room, Campus Center, 1:00-2:00 Student Activities Board Films five Board Meeting, Conference t d" . 0 , 
pm Room, Campus Center, 5:30- 7:30 °- me 1Uffi-Sl2:ed accounting firms ~. Elie Wiesel Prize in-Ethics: An 
· · present The Gloss Menagerie, 102 wdl be _recruiting for entry-level :, 
•---a •-d i t s· I T Hall 7 00 d 9:30 p m •. annual essay contest for senior 
- - bl n on tng es extor , : an . p.m. · · accounting positions on Wednes- •' 
"" ......, .,.~_ D R G Les I w kl d students interested in ethical ques-
.a oar ..-u1A ue, ecrea- ay and bian A liance ee y Ku_ umba Repertory Theater Poetry • ay, November _15, 4:3U _ 7._30 • 
.: al S rts Offi R 102 M • tions and issues facing a complex won po ice, ,oom eeting, Laub Room, Muller Nagbt, The. Pub/Coffeehouse, • p.m. For more mformation call • · 
, u~11 Ce te 5 oo rh 21 • and everchanging world. Applica- , 
.: ,,-.~,- n .!~ .. .: ... ..P,,qt~.-~ -.•. , ....... -~ ;ipel_..7:JPP.,!~1:.. •. ~- •• ...• ...•. Campus Center, 8:00-10:00 p.IJL ... ,:J .. 2) ~73-8355 or l-800-633--6320. : tion deadline: Dec. 29, 1989_ 
~·~:.:,~.;~j,:-•i~;_ .. :.":~~~-·(·':~;-. (:;.~~-~~~: .. :~.\ -:·,::::::~::·:·:::·:~~-·:. -~ ... :. ·:. ·:::.:·:~::::::~~:·:.:· .• .-;::::-~~·:~:f~--~:~:.-~~(-~:.i~·~.:~~~:.;·~i:;:j-:~_-{·.:::._,.~:\.'· .... :\··· \·: ···::: :~: ... :- .... t:":-:, .. ,. .-. \, •"! '\ _., • ... ·-· •,.• .. :-... ~:. .. t ...... ~ ... ~~- '- .. : ~ ~- ~:.: ' .. _ : •: ~ ,.. • • • . • ~ '-:;'" ... • 
', • , •.·.· ,•. • .. -.: ·,·-:",. •• \., •. , .:., ._. .... ~." •• ,. • \ • ' • ·, , ~ ,. ~ ... "• ., • ' ~\..1-.• -.;. ~.,~.··\' .. '\-..-,,~!.,,'A"" 
·: • ' • 1 , •• p 't' ,:-••,,: ... •./J .. • .. •:.t,::.•:.~~ ...... t-!,..:{~·.·i~·.J\,~-::-:~~J,,~ 
.. ,·.., --·•" - -" -- . 
' 
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,@i Education through ~~\ 
experimentation 
viiiti~i~j~il ·:  ···-· ·· ···  ··· ···  ,-··· 11:i:1:!1:,~:1:11::::~:!:1~111l1:1:1::i:1i::::~1::Ir:i1:1ii1 ri~bl~ff i;i~i!~{~i 
i~~:r:s;;gEt:cetps:if~::~:'!d:a:i~~~ Three pr O ressors"········----·-··-- :~E.:~,]~~~1:~Iii~I~~: 
with the students and their indi- ':JI ~ proficiency as teachers make an 
vidual talents. The rapport per- b o o impact on student's initiation and 
meatingtheroomisgenuineand com zne music involvement. Although each pro-
the interest that each professor !) fessor has a special area of know-
expresses is fervent. They thought- ledge in the course, an integration 
fully review the previous class ma th and of all this material occurs. "We 
session, evaluating what worked look out for our own world while 
and what didn't. This isn't the [simultaneously) looking out for 
average teaching procedure be- the other's worlds," Montgomery 
~:i~:g~h~~~s~:. the average Ithaca CO mp Ute r SC i en Ce :~s:~~~:.the unity that.the course 
Multidisciplinary Problem So\- Schwartz said that his greatest 
ving: Modes of Learning in Math, talent as a profes~or pf_ thi~-~~<AA~. 
Science and Music is a recently t O P!feate an was in the realm of genera/ educa-
developed experimental course. ~ tion for the "non-specialist." "The 
The class was designed by Mont- course which [is a mix] of com-
gomery from the music department, 0 l munication skill workshops, com-
Novak from the math department exper11~en ta putcrs and physics is a strength in 
and Schwartz from the physics (/,, itself and serves as a resource." 
department. It combines these "I am most interested in how 
seemingly diverse disciplines into CO Urse that many ways [people] receive and 
one course which achieves a bat- share information," Montgomery 
ance of all these modes of learning. explained. Both Montgomery and 
Unlike most other courses offer- Schwartz agreed that factors other 
ed, this course emphasizes the h ll 1f h than verbal language, such as non-
•••••••••· students' "active learning by cngag- P a ongo IS:'f It O verbals , eye-contact, props and .......... 
ing them in problem-solving pro- <l-- (C !,C... D) (C concrete sounds determine much 
jects at work stations." Projects of our common knowledge. "Only 
involve students ir, solving musi- m ; 17/il d ,rn [1 w O ll /Tl [1 7 percent of communication hap-
cal, mathematical and scientific (/,, U lf,, CJ.,,((, D) (C (UJ,u) pens because of words," Mont-
problems using various modes of gomery said. 
learning. Novak, who also teaches com-
"Wc have a syllabus, but despite the om O t -no 1n) [1
0 
puter science at a summer camp, 
the syllabus, class happens," (C (/., U [J,,6.J) said that analyzing feelings and 
Montgomery said. Montogomery emotions arc his strongest abilities. 
~ttl[tE~l~~~:i~ llllltlllllll1f l1ll!IJl[lllil'11;1JJ~lllll'IJ1;~!1'1!1 ~~~;Ji~f ;~f 1¥lf ;a~ti 
class occurs through a series of ther explained that the artistic :::·:·:·· an e~tire computer-generated •:•: students and would like to sec 
"wonderful accidents." endeavor is non-threatening, giving graphics prog~am. _The procedure, more students "open up" in higher 
The class uses three areas of students an enormous potential called ray t~acm~, mv?lv~d a laser education. 
learning- audio, visual and kines- for inner growth. demonstration usmg h1ghhghts a~d Novak's spirit of growth is 
thetic, the study of large muscles Novak also stressed the import- shadows. Influenced by the physics merged with the students' freedom 
and tactile. These modes are in ance of the students' learning o~ sound, anot_her_ student com- to develop their own project and 
turn applied and displayed by the operations, but he tended to delve b_med the apphcat1on of synthc- the loose structure of the course. 
students' projects. into more abstract areas of learning. sizers and speech technology to In addition to student growth 
Schwartz said that the commun- Novak described students as compose music. "You [must] inten- are plans for expansion for the 
ication s\(ills can be reached "leaves in the wind," who arc in a tionally and consciously be aware class itself. Montgomery, Novak 
through these modes of learning continual search for ways in which of the tas~ as Y?Ur own?". Mont- and Schwartz intend to continue 
and by practicing various tech- their creativity can manifest itself. gomery said while descnbmg the the class, which is currently in its 
niques. Although symmetry in "Students can express themselves students' projects. "[One student] second .semester. The course has 
learning is stressed and they try to through these modes [of learning] read She~l Silverstein's poetry out been completely supported by the 
synthesize these methods of instruc- and can actually get credit for it... ~oud d~rmg class ... He used _verbal administration, especially Provost 
tion, each professor has a some- and have fun while learning." mflect10n and the rest of us m_turn Thomas Longin, and the prof es-
;~::~::: what different interpretation of In the class, projects arc the responded through the au~uory sors are undergoing procedures to :::::::::: 
:~::::~: what the course involves. most significant aspect of the senses," she added~ sh~ smiled. establish this as a formal course. :::::::::: 
:~::::::: Montgomery stressed theeduca- learning process. Student~ are N?vak was also mtngu~d by a Montgomery, Novak and :::::::::: 
:::::•:::: tion function itself, or how people actively involved in developing particula~ student who dunng one Schwartz are three professors who :::::::::: 
:::::::::: learn music, math and science. their own understanding of course class session, allowed the rest of blend their unique and refined gifts :::::::::: j~l;l~~ll; Students can approach a topic, for content, progress and overall the members ~o sc~lpture a block to generate a symmetry that is \l~l;~;;~ 
:::::-:,:: example art or photography, and problem-solving skills through of clay as mu_sic which the s~udent positive to both students and the :::::::::: 
:~~:!:• interpret those areas in the broad- these projects. composed himself played m the professors themselves. "[fhere is] :::::::::: 
• est sense All three professors expressed · backgro_und._The students, feeling is a balance among the cognitive, :,:,:•:•:• 
"The ~rts provide a mechanism excitement over the students' inde- the music which ranged from class- affective and intellectual prongs," :\:~:~:~:~ 
or a means [for the students] to pendently designed assignments ical to contemporary rock, molded Montgomery said. "(The class is :::::::::: 
explore their environment .. .ln the and imagination that is placed· in the clay according to t~e emotions so powerful [that it's] spooky ... · i:1:~:1:~: 
_artistic. p~-?-.c.~~-= :.!.~--:!;.!~"¥- ~~.\!~!~~~~~,;.;.;,;,;..):r~·~·-·········;.~~~~~-~.t!:~;.~~~~~-~~-~.:.;,··:·····················-.·· ~~-~~-.'!~~-~;. l}.~~-!!J.~ ~~-~~h_e.~.:~ ... , .:l:;:~:;:~ 
.. 
~~-~-:~~1t>.$~:::~=~-==g~=~~*=~=W~~i~~~~~i~~=~=~~~~=~~:;;~$1f~~~i[~;~~~~~~~~~§~lt~ll~~~~~~~~~~~~§:1§~~~~1 ... _:;_-rt_;~-~~i@~~i~ .. l§t~l~tf$E~; 
.. . ...•..•.... ·········· 
' ! ' 
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There's a PS/2 that's 
Memorv 
Processor 
3.5-inch diskette drive 
fixed disk drive 
Micro Channel"' 
architecture 
IDisplc!llf 
Oh£ W)~g · <t !O!° 'Ji\ Olla ll 11 .. 
,, 
Model25 
8525-001 
640Kb 
8086(8 MHz) 
720Kb 
20Mb 
Monochrome 
Yes 
OOS40 
M1crosoft<c' 
Windows/286 
hDC Windows 
Express"' 
Mocllel3028S 
8530-E21 
1Mb 
80286 (10 MHz) 
144Mb 
20Mb 
8513 Color 
Yes 
DOS4.0 
Microsoft 
Windows/286 
Word 5 O'' 
hDC Windows 
Express 
hDCW1ndows 
Manager'" 
hDCWrndows 
Color'" 
$2,299 
/.<,/•V'" /:.-. 
. / ! . 
\ \ / .. '"-
'"·=:: ___ , 
1.44Mb 1 44Mb 
30Mb 60Mb 
Yes 
8513 Color 
Yes 
OOS40 
Microsoft 
Windows/286 
Word 5 o·· 
Excel" 
hDCW1ndows 
Express 
hDCW,ndows 
Manager 
hDCW1ndows 
Color 
Yes 
8513 Color 
Yes 
DOS40 
Microsoft 
Windows/386 
Word 5 0 .. 
Excel .. 
hDC Windows 
Express 
hOCW1ndows 
Manager 
hOCW1ndows 
Color 
$3,499 
144Mb 
60Mb 
Yes 
8513 Color 
Yes 
DOS 4.lJ 
Microsoft 
Windows/386 
Word 5 0 .. 
Exce1" 
hDCW1ndows 
Express 
hDCW1ndows 
Manager 
hDC Windows 
Color 
$4,699 
And right on the llloney, too. 
No matter what your major (or your budget), there's an IBM Personal System/2® 
that can make you look great-in school, and after you graduate .. _And now you 
can choose from five complete packages of hardware and preloaded software, at 
special low student prices. What's more, when you buy your PS/2,® you will get a 
mouse pad, a 3.5-inch diskette holder, and a power strip-all free. 
And you're entitled to a great low price on the PRODIGY® service. Aside from 
all this, three of the most popular IBM Proprinters TM are available now at ~.:.:·:':'l);~_ .. 
.. . ' l - .. "· -i- ..... _ ............... ,•.· .. 
special l~w prices. , ii!!i"l!!:~fli,i~==lj( 
Propr'.nter U_I w/Cable (4201,003) , $399 " ,, !fill!!Wilffliit'l-:::.:+/¾~\Mt 
Propr~nter X24E w/Cable (4207/002) $549 At:Jik~¾~~MI. _ 
Propnnter X1L24E w/Cable (4208/002\, $669 /:..{IZfliftJJ]l·,.~JJ§~~~~..,4~i~'J1-:·--· 
'··. ~,,~~~~"-:-<>,.,<.~ ~  ... 
Start out the new year right. Check out all these special savings'-..'.:...;.~----.--:.,::._:_:, .. __ ~·.: .. : ...... _· .... --;;,.~--~ · 
now--before it's too late!* Offer ends February 15, 1990. ·,·. 
FOR PURCHASING OR INFORMATIONAL ASSISTANCE 
PLEASFi CALL: 
BRETT P. COOPER AT 
272-6548 
====- = =® 
= - i:imi=:D 
c:::, - - --
cm -
CCI . ---
aa - - ---
~==~- --
=- -·-
*This offer is limited to qualified students,-faculty and staff who order an IBM PS/2 Model 8530-E21, 8550-031, 8555-061 or 8570-E61 through Febr a 
1
5 
1
990 Th 
preconfigured IBM PS/2 Model 8525-001 is available through December 31, 1989 only. Prices quoted do not include sales tax handling and/or ric r~ - · h · e e 
Check with your inst1tut1on regarding these charges. Orders are subject to ava,labihty. Prices are subiect to change and IBM ~ay withdraw ·he iom e 
1 
_srng ~ arg s. 
time without written notice. l o ion a any 
• *Microsoft Word and Excel are the Academic Editions. 
®IBM, Persona! System/2 and PS/2 are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. PRODIGY is a registered service mark and t ademark 
of Prodigy Services Company, a partners I rip of IBM .and Sears. ~icrosof t is a-regist.ered trademark of Microso_ft Corporation. r 
"'Proprinter and Micro Channel are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation: hOC,Windows Express, hDC Windows Manager and hDC Windows 
Color are tra emarks of hDC Comp_uter Cor oration. 80386SX arid 80386 are trademarks of Intel Corporation. @IBM Cor . 1989. . 
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ARTS and 
E , TERTAI ME T ' ' 
The Devi!S Disciple; 
an unsettling disparity 
I l 
l', 
; 
...- .. ~· ·-~-···;... 
TtilACAN/ MICHELLE MORRIS 
Ann Dusinberre and Jesse W. Clark portray Puritanical New Englanders in 
George Bernard Shaw's play. 
BY ANDREA PHILLIPPI 
As British and American Revolu-
tionary songs play alternately, a 
spotlight loops back and forth 
between British soldiers and Amer-
ican colonists painted on either 
side of a proscenium drop. Some 
of the figures are completely 
colored-in while others are more 
sketched; some figures are realistic 
while others are caricaturi:s. 
righteous tone, rarely smiles and 
,only pretends to grieve. While she 
angrily waits for Richard, we meet 
Essie and Christie. 
Essie (Lisa White) is her wretch-
ed niece. She is an unkempt young 
woman who hurries and scurries 
about while taking orders from 
her aunt. As the play progresses 
she becomes less harried. How-
ever, White cannot seem to stop 
moving and fidgeting, drawing 
focus from other actors. 
as he proceeds to heckle and intim-
idate most of the people in the 
room. LeFelt's quick, mocking 
smirks, rolling eyes and jeering 
tone are amusing to watch. \t is 
difficult to decide whether to hate 
or adore this man who has re-
nounced the oppressive religion 
that permeates his culture. Either 
way, it is impossible to escape 
LeFelt's powerful grip on the 
audience. · 
Richard's scenes with his mother 
are especially compelling. With a 
face devoid· of emotio'n she turns 
her head from him, refusing to· 
• 
11 it A C:AN/ MICHELLE MORRIS 
Jack LeFelt s~rs m the Devil's Disciple, which will be performed at the IC 
theatre through Saturday. 
hear him denounce what she be-
lieves so strongly. It is probably 
equally difficult for her to listen to 
Lawyer Hawkins, played by Chad 
Hoeppe\, revea\ that Richard, who 
pra)lS to the Devil, has inherited 
the bulk of her husband's estate. 
During Act II Richard visits the 
Andersons at their home. When 
Anthony Anderson is called away, 
Richard is left alone with Judith. 
Fraught with tension and disap-
proval, Judith struggles to make 
uncomfortable conversation over 
tea. Judith, aghast and afraid, rolls 
her eyes. Richard, confident and 
unashamed, rolls his in return. 
The British soldiers, led by the 
delightfu\ly funny Sergeant (Adam 
Cranner) arrive at the Anderson's 
bome. 'Being in the habi\. ol: ~anging 
a prominent citizen from· every 
town they pass, they have come to 
take Pastor Anderson. To Judith's 
dismay and relief, a role reversal 
takes place, symbolized by the 
switching of coats. We see that 
this Devil's disciple is one who is 
willing to risk his own life out of 
compassion for a minister. 
Richard (believed to be Ander-
Interestingly, these observations 
are true of the play as a .whole. 
Directed by J. Fred Pritt, Ithaca · 
College's production of George 
Bernard Shaw's The Devil's Dis-
ciple, which is running through 
November 11, communicates a 
strong sense of time period through 
scenic and costume design. Al-
though the production is high-
lighted by some extremely solid 
performances, some characters are 
not fully-drawn and are difficult 
to accept on more than a super-
ficial level. 
Christie (Mark Krassenbaum) 
is Mrs Dudgeon's inarticulate and 
oafish son. Krassenbaum's Christie 
can't get a word out of his mouth 
without an ordeal, lumbering 
around the stage, taking 'oafish' to 
its stereotypical extreme. The 
reason that Christie can speak in 
some situations and not in others 
remains unclear and reflects an 
inconsistency in the actor's per-
formance. 
Stimulating the imagination 
Written in 1897, The Devil's 
Disciple tells a tale of the precepts 
of good and evil in Revolutionary, 
Puritanical New England. The 
action occurs over two days in 
Before Richard's arrival we also 
meet the devoutly religious Ander-
sons. Judith Anderson, the pastor's 
wife, is onstage for most of the 
play but says relatively little. Ann 
Dusinberre 's Judith creates an 
unspoken presence, however. She 
oo•••oooooo••oo•oooooooooooooooooeoooooooooo 
LeFelt's quick,.mocking smirks, 
rolling eyes and jeering tone are 
amusing to watch. 
oooooooooeo••••••ooooooooooooooooooooooooooo 
Westerbridge, New Hampshire in 
1777. The play's hero, Richard 
Dudgeon, is a 'wicked' prodigal 
son - an apostle of the Devil. He 
has rejected the oppressive Puritan 
religion as well as his pious mother. 
Called home because of his father's 
death, Richard's presence upsets 
many. 
Townspeople and relatives 
gather at the home of Mrs 
Dudgeon to hear the reading of 
her husband's will and to await 
the arrival of Richard. Mrs 
Dudgeon (Sandee Kastrul) is a 
hardened woman. She sheds no 
tears over her husband's death. 
Rather, she gives orders in a 
is elegant and at times riveting. 
Pastor Anthony Anderson (Jesse 
Clark) is perhaps one of the most 
important men in the ~mmunity 
and central to the plot of the play. 
Yet the religious intensity character-
istic of the Puritans is absent. 
Whereas Dusinberre's Judith is 
able to communicate without 
speech, Clark's pastor seems to 
rely on a more presentational 
'style,' missing much of Shaw's 
dynamism. His exaggerated ges-
tures accompany unconnected 
phrases which are delivered with 
the same tone and inflection 
throughout his distanced perform-
ance. Although Clark's Anderson 
BY ED WEVODAV 
In 1984, to honor the 25th 
anniversary of Rod Serling's "The 
Twilight Zone," Ithaca College 
began the audio drama series. 
About one program a year has 
continued to be produced. On Sat., 
Nov. 4, in the Clark Theatre was 
the staging of And When the Sky 
Was Opened, the most recent 
edition in the audio drama series. 
There were only two performances 
of the show. One was held at 11 am 
and the other at l pm. 
This year's performance was 
based on a Twilight Zone episode 
that had first been broadcast on 
Dec. 11, 1959. It was readapted 
for radio by producer-director Ben 
Crane, an Associate Professor of 
Communications here at Ithaca 
College. The production included 
students, faculty and professionals. 
Each had volunteered their time 
and services in an attempt to 
recreate the atmosphere and sen-
sation of a live radio broadcast in 
the pre-television era. 
The audience was able to observe 
how a live radio program was 
produced. They could watch the 
performers reading their lines, 
observe the director giving out 
cues, and see the special-effects 
people rig up and produce the 
sound. The show was an educa-
tional experience as well as a 
source of entertainment. 
The show started off with the 
usual Twilight Zone theme. After 
a brief introduction, it proceeded 
directly into the story. The story 
begins when contact is lost with a 
space probe for twenty-four hours 
before it lands with a huge dent in 
its side. None of the astronauts 
can remember what happened. How-
ever, one does seem to remember 
an astronaut on the voyage that 
no one else does. He tries to tell 
this to everyone, including the 
other man on the mission and his 
superiors, but no one can recall a 
third astronaut on the voyage. 
They all think he's crazy. 
A long flashback scene includes 
his adventures with this third astro-
naut after they had landed. He 
had seen him literally disappear 
from existense. Now he's desper-
ately trying to find someone else 
who knew of this man to add 
confidence to his deteriorating 
mental condition. In conclusion, a 
few "Twilight Zone Things" happen 
to bring the story to a disturbing 
and thought-provoking finale. 
Indeed, this was a superb script. 
Crane did a marvelous job in 
adapting it for radio. There was 
no wasted dialogue. Everything 
which was said had a purpose in 
0 
either the plot or the development 
of characters. The story moved 
very swiftly, was simple to follow, 
and beyond all, was interesting. 
One standout performance be-
longed to Richard Driscoll, a 
professional in radio, who played 
Gordon, the man trying to get 
everyone believing in the third 
astronaut. His performance was 
incredible. He lived the part, pranc-
ing around his mike so much that 
sometimes it looked as if he was 
going to knock it over and ruin 
the prodl!ction. 
An admirable job was done by 
the other performers, the majority 
of them being students. Some of 
the performers seemed uninspired, 
yet this is in contrast to Driscoll's 
performance. Nervousness might 
also have been an attributting 
factor. The audio and special 
effects staff, aside from a few mis-
haps and timing problems, did a 
commendable job. 
Overall, the prod·uction worked. 
When mistakes were made, they 
seemed to fit in the context of the 
program. It captured the days 
when radio performers had to 
"work in or over" such mistakes 
on their live broadcasts, and how 
they in turn came across to the 
audience. 
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Rosetti 9§ reigns in Italian excellence 
BY WENDY A. CICCHETTI 
and MEGAN WINFIELD 
Salad bar buffet, it doesn't sound 
too exciting does it? How do fried 
raviolis, garlic pizza and fresh 
mussels sound? These are just a 
few of the items offered at Rosetti's 
extraordinary salad bar. 
Rosetti's restaurant is located at 
903 Hanshaw Road. Rosetti's is a 
family run restaurant. The restau-
rant offers fine Italian cuisine, 
which differs from traditional 
Italian restaurants because of their 
unique family recipes. 
Although the appetizers listed 
on the menu seem appealing, hold 
off. It is recommended that you 
check out the salad bar buffet 
first, because each entree includes 
the _buffet. Aside from the usual 
offerings at the salad bar, this 
buf(et includes a wide variety of 
side dishes. The dishes range from 
meatballs and soup of the day to 
bean salad and spirals with tomato 
sauce. The tomato sauce at the 
buffet is out of this world. The 
large pieces of tomato subtly 
capture the bouquet of wine the 
sauce is prepared with, resulting in 
a very distinctive flavor. Don't 
forget to pick up a piece of fresh 
Italian bread at the salad bar. 
There are three different pasta's 
offered; linguine, gnocchi, and 
pasta of the day. All of these can 
be topped with a numerous 
amount of sauces. The sauteed 
pepper sauce blends the pepper 
flavor not only through the sauce, 
but the pasta too. Rosetti's own 
special sauce is not what you would 
expect. It may come as a surprise 
when your dish arrives with a white 
sauce rather than a red one. The 
thick white sauce is a rich combi-
nation of sour cream, provolone 
and mozzarella cheese, chives and 
a high dose of garlic. The combi-
nation results in an over abundance 
of flavors, which doesn't allow for 
the savoring of one unique flavor. 
A few other dishes available at 
Rosetti's are chicken piccata, veal 
parmesan, fettucini alfredo, and 
good old steak. There is an abun-
dance of fine Italian dishes to 
choose from. Their daily specials 
are in a class by themselves because 
of their originality. One such 
special is spirals with a creamy 
vodka sauce. 
No matter how full you are 
after your meal, the temptation 
that arises with the sight of the 
dessert tray is overwhelming. The 
Italian desserts offered are home-
made cannolis and Italian cookies, 
but the decedent cheesecakes will 
surely sway you in their direction. 
An assortment of cheesecakes are 
offered such as the heath bar crunch 
cheesecake, blueberry, strawberry 
Rosetti's is fine tuned to satisfying 
a patrons need. It is obvious that 
the Rosetti's arc concerned with 
keeping up the restaurants image. 
Rosetti's dishes are all moder-
ately priced. For a well prepared 
Italian meal, for lunch or dinner 
you won't find much better. ' 
So, if you're sick of not being 
able to make reservations and 
waiting in long lines at another 
No matter how full you are after 
your meal, the temptation that 
arises with the sight of the-dessert 
tray is overwhelming. 
Battle of the laundromats ~;~~l~!l~~~~~~i~~l~~!~~l~~ii~Iii~~~E~~!~!~~!~~~illi~i~~i~~~i~~~~~~~~~i~~;~i~~~~*~;~;~i~;~;~;~;~;~;~ll 
and-hot-fudge cheesecakes and the Italia~ restaurant, give Rosetti's a · 
IaY EID> WEVODA V 
Are you tired of waiting in long 
· lines to do your laundry? Do yuu 
find yourself constantly worrying 
that someone might see some of 
the things you're putting into the 
wash, and/or what you did to 
them? Or are you just sick of 
always having to give your money 
to Ithaca College? Maybe your 
current laundry room just doesn't 
have that old allure anymore and 
you want to try someplace new 
and exotic. If any of these, or 
numerous other reasons describe 
you, then you may want to con-
sider visiting one of the many 
laundromats located in the Ithaca 
area. 
Laundromats offer a wider selec-
tion o\ machines and services, at 
o~ly a fraction more in price than 
the ones on the Ithaca Campus. 
Standard prices tend to be $1.00 
for a single load, $1. 25 for a 
double (not that many more 
clothes go in a double), $1. 75 for a 
triple, and a quarter for each 12- I 5 
minutes of drying time. While 
maybe the increased cost isn't that 
appealing, each laundromats spe-
cific environment could make it 
all worthwhile. 
The first laundromat visited wa~ 
the Corners Cleaning Center, lo-
cated beside Rogan's. This is the 
closest and most accessible laundro-
mat to the college. It's hours are 
7-12 a.m., and it contains 23 
washers and 12 dryers. A fairly 
new establishment, it's proximity 
to Rogan's and a vending machine 
that houses superballs may make 
this a popular college hangout in 
the future. A dry-cleaning service 
is also available. 
The Fall Creek Laundromat, 
located at IOl2 N. Aurora, is 
/' 
,//8aekta,e 
// ···················· 
CAFE 
I, I I.A ,, • I ·~ f A 1 • 
ENTERTAIN YOUR 
TASTEBUDS WITH 
RJN FOOD CREATIONS 
Bceakfast • Lunch 
Gourmet-To-Go.Dinners 
Delicatessen • Catering 
Gourmet Shop 
Vagstarlan Speclalttes 
~HllLPlAZA 
ITHACA. NY 14850 
607-272-0500 
HOURS: M-F 7-7 
SAT 7-5 SUN ~-'J.. 
•., :~ .1• I .T ', ', "~ • • I 
located deep in the residential 
section of Ithaca. Here 30 washers 
and 16 dryers churn melodically 
to the chatter of the locals. The 
place seems to be a popular spot 
for town gossip. Students. with the 
desire to kn(?W this may enjoy 
coming here. Operating from 
6 a.m.-11 p.m.(closing at 12 a.m.), 
and featuring plenty of seating 
and magazines, the Fall Creek 
Laundromat may be a worthwhile 
expedition. 
For students wanting do to 
laundry in a more "homey" atmos-
phere, the Northside Laundromat 
possible bonus is a small park 
located acros!i the street. Here you 
and your friends could play ball or 
something as you wait for your 
laundry to finish -although this 
see page 13 
LORI HAMIL TON 
black raspberry cheesecake. try .. Rat mg.sf on a scale from I (lowest) 
Rosetti's has the typical appear-
ance of a sma II Italian restaurant. 
The restaurant is nothing fancy, 
therefore allowing the diners a 
relaxed atmosphere to enjoy a fine 
Italian meal. The service at 
Marque IU 
to 5 (highest)] 
Food: 4.5 
Service: 4.0 
Variety: 3.5 
Atmosphere: 4.0 
OVERALL RATING: 4.0 
Lori has recently moved back in the 
area from California where she was employed 
as a hairstylist in San Francisco. She 
looks forward to meeting you and helping 
you with all hair needs. 
Call 272-2200for an appointment. 
Also Specializing in 
· of 517 N. Cayuga St. may be for 
them. Here paper and dirty socks 
lie on the floor, a sink drips to an 
irregular beat, and no one seems 
to really care. The sign was a little 
bit difficult to read, but 6 a.m. -
9:45 p.m. should be the correct 
operating hours. There are savings 
on the average drying price how-
ever (about an extra eleven minutes 
for every 50 cents). One other 
Tue 1 0 - 5 Fri 10 - 5 *manicures* acrylic nails* waxing 
Wed 10 - 5 Sat 10 - 4 *Hair coloring * Perms* Cuts & Styles 
Thus 12 - 8 Come See Lori at 124 the Commons: Upstairs 
DO 
Ne_w colo~rs very mu~h in t~e Holiday mood. 
Infused w!th a deceptive softness for a state-
ment that _is clearly smouldering ... flirtatious. 
Even torrid and femme fatale. Now Lancomc 
rc_interprets holiday beauty when eyes arc lit 
with Ro!\~ and Gold tones. Lips. kissed with 
sheer-to-rich elegance. Checks, touched with 
Blu!\hing Ro!\e. Nails, lacquered with Taffeta 
and Rouge Extra. 
And all, set off when the face is aglow with the 
'>Oftest glints of gold. 
Noel Dore, the collection, 8.00 to 22.50. 
HOLL 
ON THE COMMONS O OPEN 'TIL 9PM THUl<S & FRI 
~J>IHI_ LA I~A ··: CHIC FRENCH DRESSING! 
fHI: L~ NC OMI: LE SAC FRANC. AIS SHOULDER SAC 
HAS A fOUC'H OF THE C'LASSIQllE IN CRISP BLACK 
PO~Ll~.w~rH SIDE STRAPS. Cl:NT-ER SNA.P AND 
f~S!Df: Z!f POCKET. WHAT COULD BE MORF 
i-;Rf:N,C H f_H_AN FIVE SEN.SIBLE TO SENSATl<>NAl 
LAN( OMI: SUNDRIES TUCKED INSIDE! · 
.DUST $15.SO WITH AN\' tANCOI\U: PllRCHASE. 
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Musical focus is lost in the Storm 
BY DAMON LINKER 
In Shameless, a soulful ballad 
from Billy Joel's new album Storm 
Front, the songwriter and key-
boardist sings, "And I'm changing, 
I swore I'd never compromise/ But 
you convinced me otherwise/ rn 
do anything to please." 
With the lyrics, Joel might as 
well be talking to his fans about 
their changing tastes as the 80's 
draw to a close. Far from being an 
artistic breakthrough, or even 
modestly innovative, Storm Front 
is ultimately a regression as Joel 
desperately tries to assimilate the 
latest popular trends. 
Apparently dissatisfied with the 
commercial performance and ar-
tistic integrity of his mediocre 1987 
album The Bridge, Joel decided to 
make changes. He fired most of 
his band, keeping only drummer 
Liberty DeVito and.guitarist David 
Brown. He·also found a new pro-
ducer in Foreigner's Mick Jones. 
The absence of Phil Ramone's 
subtle production is the most 
distinctive difference, and the big-
gest problem . on the new album. 
While Storm Front is Joel's best 
collection of songs since 1982's 
Nylon Curtain, Jones' heavy-
handed production buries them in 
pop excess. The soaring, trans-
cendent melody of State of Grace 
virtually drowns in pretentious 
gimmicks. A superfluous church 
organ, synthesizers, harps, and 
heavenly "oooh" and "aaah" back-
ing vocals annoy listeners, and 
distract from the song. 
Similarly, the emotion and sin-
cerity of Leningrad disappear in 
the flood of pompous production 
devices. The ballad tells the story 
of two boys growing up during the 
Cold War, one in Leningrad and 
one in Levittown, Long Island. 
Their meeting and subsequent 
friendship in the song represent 
the opportunities and optimism 
that characterize .th.e current thaw 
in Soviet-American relations. 
Unfortunately, the slight sentimen-
tality of the lyrics are amplified by 
extremely loud andechoeyvocals, 
H you smoke 10,000 c~ttes a year9 
1 
giving up '20 wont kill you. 
In fact, it might save your life. All you have to do is join 
millions of other Americans and give up smoking for a day· 
·f · r d y you can quit for life. Because 1 you can quit 1or a a , 
For more information, call 1-800-ACS-2345. 
The GreatAmerican Smokeout, Nave~ 16. 
-
an orch"stra and a high school 
background chorus. 
The sheer immensity of sound 
on most of the tracks imply a 
sense of detachment for Joel. On 
previous albums he always seemed 
in full control of the material. 
Here he doesn't even seem to be 
the bandleader. His primary instru-
ment, the piano, is only audible on 
three songs. Even in the enlivened 
I "Go To Extremes, his scorching 
solo sounds too quiet, as if it were 
too low in the mix. Throughout 
laundromats 
from page 12 
luxury will probably dissipate with 
the coming winter weather. 
One spot that does it all is the 
Clinton West Laundry of 609 W. 
Clinton. Besides housing a laundro-
mat and a dry-cleaning service. 
there are video games, video rent-
als, a photo department and even 
a key-making service! A small 
outdoor shopping center is also 
Devil's Disciple 
from page 11 
son) is taken to court and must 
contend with the British officers 
Major Swindon (Fletcher McTag-
gart) and Genera\ Burgoyne 
(Andrew Graham),. who present 
two sides of the British military. 
Major Swindon is a ruthless man 
who wants Richard hanged with-
out the pretense of a trial. Whereas 
the viciousness of McTaggart's 
Swindon is taken almost too far, it 
seems that Graham's Burgoyne is 
not taken quite far enough. Al-
though Graham's performance is 
certainly powerful, it seems that 
rather than explore the subtle 
the album, his vocals are a sole 
source of passion. Ironically, his 
need to scream over the band's 
ruckus results in his most powerful 
and precise singing to date. 
When not giving in to vacuous 
production devices, Joel dabbles 
in modern song structures and 
styles with mixed results. The 
record's first single, We Didn't 
Start the Fire sounds remarkably 
like R.E.M.'s It's The End of the 
World as We Know It with ele-
ments of rap added. The synthesis 
works well in the verses with his 
clipped chronology of world events 
over the last forty years. However, 
an unexciting, repetitive chorus 
saps its power. When in Rome 
and the title track take a stab at 
horn-driven funk. Both go nowhere 
lyrically or musically as Joel 
sounds genuinely uncomfortable 
and confused. 
The album's two best-songs over-
come these problems. The Down-
easter "Alexa" has a cascading 
located next door, giving a person 
little chance to get bored. The one 
drawback is the store's cleanliness. 
Sadly, if you drop your clothing 
on the floor here after you've 
cleaned it, you'll probably have to 
wash it again. In addition, double 
and triple washers cost a quarter 
more than anywher else and fifty 
cents will net you only 15 minutes 
of drying time. 
The only laundromat that's not 
going to be recommended is Hail-
innuendos the playwright has pro-
vided, Graham's Burgoyne is sim-
ply an angered man. On a technical 
level, it is interesting to note that 
the guards in this scene allow both 
Richard and Christie to come with-
in inches of Swindon and Burgoyne 
without even flinching. 
With a cast of almost 30 people, 
many individual perfonnances are 
noteworthy. It is interesting, how-
ever, that with such a large cast 
the crowd scenes seem insubstan-
tial. Wouldn't more people attend 
the hanging of such an unorthodox 
individual? Often the movements 
of individual crowd members draw 
attention away from the center of 
the scene. 
melody and a light, frothy arrange-
ment of acoustic guitars, accord-
ions and a fiddle that evoke the 
images of the open sea he sings of 
in the lyrics. And So It Goes is one 
of the most touchingly beautiful 
songs Joel has ever written. His 
piano playing and vocals express 
pain and sadness with every note, 
and the bittersweet, touching lyrics 
are moving. This song, the last on 
the record, stands in stark contrast 
to the rest of the album in almost 
every way. 
With Storm Front Billy Joel 
has proven the resiliency of his 
songwriting skills while losing sight 
of his musical focus. Much of the 
album evokes the empty-headed 
pop of late-eighties super-rocker 
Richard Marx (who sings backup 
on one song here). Joel is simply 
too good of a songwriter and 
musician to waste quality material 
in trying to conform to the latest 
fad. 
stork's Laundromat of 309 S. Corn 
St. Despite being listed in the cur-
rent telephone book, this _place . 
has obviously been closed for some 
time. It is not recommended that 
you go there under any circum-
stances ... for even if you were able 
to pry open the ancient door, 
rewire one of the machines, insert -
your laundry and sit back smiling, 
thinking of all the dollars you've 
saved - the building would prob-
ably collapse on top of you. 
A powerful visual element is 
created through Greg Robbins' 
Colonial and Regency costumes 
and Daniel Robinson's weathered 
wood sets. The rather somber sets 
and d1:ess serve to d1:aw the audi.-
ence into the world -0f Revolu-
tionary America where Shaw di-
rects his Play for Puritans with 
characteristic social commentary. 
The Devil's Disciple continues 
through Saturday November I with 
performances at 8 p.m. every night 
and a 2 p.m. matinee on Saturday. 
For more information contact the 
Ithaca College box office. 
[l)otm~tt ff~ip ilurgers lthis JanwiarJ~ 
COME WORK AT OUR HOUSE ... PUBLISHERS CLEARING HOUSE. EARN UP TO $800 
IN JANUARY (DEPENDING ON ASSIGNMENT) AT OUR LONG ISLAND LOCATION' 
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY 
Call Personnel Collect at (516) 883-5432 (or send the form below). 
-------------------------------
MAIL TO: ~ PUBLISHERS CLEARING HOUSE, PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT 
@ CS:::, P.O. BOX 803, POAT WASHINGTON, NY 11050 
PLEASE SEND APPLICATION TO 
NAME ________________________ _ 
ADDRESS _______________________ _ 
JAPl8AITING 
· COME TO A 'if Al~ ON 
<CAMPUS fSiGO'ir~V 
GAY BASHING RAPE RACIST IEPllfHIEYS 
INTIMIDATING ASIANS AND NATM AMERICANS 
ANTI-SEMITISM FIGHTING MISOGYNY 
With: DR. GARV SPENCIEe? 
~ From Syracuse UniVersity 
When: Monday, November 13, 1989 Where: Mullerr Chapsl ~ncruanr 
2:00 - 4:00pm BE THERE! 
Sponsored by: . 
1.c. Religious Council Celebrate Difference The I.C. ReligoUs Communmes 
... ~ ---
I I I I 
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Look Who~ predictive humor flop§ 
lBlY ANDREW SECUNDA 
Just when you thought ail of 
those movies starring babies were 
over with, what comes around the 
corner but, Look Who's Talking. 
Look Who's Talking features the 
not-so-triumphant return Qf John 
Travolta as a cabbie trying to win 
to show a child's thoughts as op-
posed to an adult point of view of 
a child's world. What's the point 
of having Willis as the voice if he's 
just going to be saying "What's 
that'!" and "Where am I?" the 
whole time? 
the heart of Kirstie Alley, an unwed Kirstie Alley ( Cheers) has been 
mother. At· the start of the film, ~rying to get her film career going / L~r~-::fi~~~;;;~:;._~_-:-: ~~ ~--: :- .\ -1 ·: /-__ : ·: -- .. - : c'. ::--~> 
The Bruce Willis device is 
relatively amusing/ or the 
first half hour of the film, 
but it quickly gets 
repetitive and predictable 
Alley gives birth to Mikey, whose 
thoughts arc heard in the voice of 
Bruce Willis. 
Amy Hcckerling, whose pre-
vious directorial efforts include 
Real Genius, both wrote and 
directed Look Who s Talking. 
Though she handles the actors 
adeptly and gets all the required 
cute reactions from Mikey, she 
dug herself a large hole with her 
weak script. The Bruce Willis 
device is relativeJy amusing for the 
first half hour of the film, but it 
quickly gets repetitive and predict-
able after that Willis uses a child-
like whine as opposed to his usual 
wise-guy attitude, and therein lies 
the main weakness of the device. 
Hecker\ing uses a childlike voice 
·ever since Star Trek II. ln Look 
Who's Talking she makes an 
admirable struggle not to humiliate 
herself. Unfortunately Ms. Hecker-
ling gives Alley so much self-
pitying dialogue that she '.5 fighting 
an uphill battle. 
Even Academy-award winner 
Olympia Dukakis gives a flat per-
formance in look Who '.r Talking 
as Alley's cynical mother who is 
fed up with her husband. She's 
been playing a lot of those lately. 
Abe Vigoda (Barney Miller, Fish) 
plays John Travolta's senile father 
who has to be committed to a rest 
home. This whole subplot adds 
nothing to the story other than 
lengthening the film. 
Also in the film is George Segal 
302 W. Green St 
Bthaca~ NY 14850 
(607) 273-BOMIB 
as Mikey's biological father. The 
film opens with Segal as a married 
man having an affair with Alley. 
Alley gets pregnant and Segal 
quickly deserts her. 
Enter John Travolta. In the weak-
est plot point in the film, he drives 
Alley to the hospital to deliver her 
baby, thus becoming forever en-
tangled in her life. Though I won't 
say he saved the film, Travolta 
gives a believable and unoffensive 
performance. He has the warmest 
moments with Mikey. He does his 
best to convince the audience that 
an unwed mother would trust the 
cabbie who drove her to the hos-
pital enough to baby-sit her infant. 
One of the more annoying points 
in the film is the constant insistence 
of Heckerling's characters that 
these events arc occurring in New 
York City. She even goes to the 
point of inserting shots of the 
f:lrooklyn Bridge at night. If 
Travolta was really a cabbie in 
New York, he wouldn't bespeaking 
eng\ish. ln addition, l have y~t to 
sec a palm tree in New York City. 
Altogether, the acting was pass-
able and the c~ncept had potential, 
but Hecker\ing's chaotic storyline 
and whiny dialogue negates this. 
Alley and Travolta are appealing 
enough to make the audience 
wonder what will happen to them, 
but not enough to keep the audi-
ence interested when nothing docs 
happen. 
JEN1r1ER 1f AliNMIEN'Jf WJRTI'JfIEJR§ & 
JRJEPO R 'Jf JEIR§ 
W ANTJED JF(Q)R THE ITHACAN 
Organizational meeting Sunday Nov. I 2 at 6:00pm 
In the The Ithacan office 
or 
Call the The Ithacan office 
at 274-320?°or Wendy at 273-8322 
1.0. Required 
Age 19 & up Admitted 
200 DAYS PARTY 
FRIDAY NOV. 101h 
FREE PIZZA 
SENIOR DRINK SPECIALS 
· NATIONAL COMEDY 
NIGHT-WED., NOV. 15 
TOP COMEDIANS 
GET YOUR TICKETS 
NOW! 
TIRY OlUHFR NEW WHfffE IP~ZZA 
MON TUES WED THURS FRI SAT SUN 
Nov. 6 Nov. 7 Nov. 8 Nov. 9 Nov. 10 Nov. 11 Nov. 12 
"College Happy Closed 
Night" Hour MAUI 
1oe wings DIMIES Interested DIMIES ~CHNAPPS Private 
50ct drafts in having PIZZA& Party CHlCKtN All Night 
9-11 a party at 9-11 WING Leng The BUFFET 
10 FT. Shelter? 2 FOR 1 
T.V. 10¢ 
Call 10¢ DRINKS 21:fAH~ 
Drafts or stop Drafts 
4:00-7:00 FOOD 
SCREEN byl DANCING 
10 FT 
T.V . 
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BY CHRISTY FRANK 
If you hear feet stomping and 
toes tapping while wandering 
about in Dryden, rest assured. It's 
only Ken Malone and his recently 
opened dance studio, Ken Malone 
Studios. 
Malone first became involved 
with dancing at the age of 5. "As a 
kid, I used to go out round and 
square dancing with my parents in 
the neighborhood ... People enjoyed 
the clogging noist>s and rhythms I 
used to make with my feet,1nd my 
mother asked me if I wanted to 
take lessons," Malone explained. 
A woman named Bunny Goodman 
owned a dance workshop in Ithaca, 
where Malone's talents were 
initially developed. 
Following graduation from the 
formerly called Ithaca High 
School, presently Dewitt High, he 
travelled to New York City at 
weekly intervals for dance conven-
was the largest in the state and one 
of the fourth largest in the West. 
Malone has appeared on the Ed 
Sul~ivan Show, Perry Como Show, 
vanous commercials and cabarets. 
He has produced, directed, and 
choreographed. 
Malone started a dance program 
for the Ithaca College musical 
theater department, which con-
sisted of jazz, tap and character 
style. "I choreographed the shows. 
Having to cover a lot of ground in 
short periods of time made my 
mind work harder and faster. . .) 
pass the skills onto my students 
now ... They become dancers not 
just exercisers." ' 
Although Malone's background 
was primarily in tap and ballet, he 
has adapted to many other dancing 
techniques and styles. He teaches 
tap, ballet and jazz at his studio at 
all levels for all ages. "Most of my 
students are adults, but I have 
classes for all ages." 
Aerobics instructor Penny 
Stevens and dance instructor Jenny 
People enjoyed the clogging noises 
and rythms I use_d to make with my 
feet. 
tions. He also studied privately 
with professional instructors. 
As a professional dancer him-
self, Malone then began his own 
chain of dance studios, located in 
Las Vegas, Reno, Atlantic City 
and Lake Tahoe. His Reno studio 
Shipos, who teaches Saturday 
classes for 5- to- 7-year- olds, are 
also members of the dance studio. 
Classes are scheduled, and ses-
sions are ongoing. His studio is 
open seven days d week and offers 
a variety of scheduled times. 
Malone is currently coordinat-
ing a few programs and a dance 
company. He is also starting a 
training program for anyone inter-
ested in learning and teaching ball-
room dancing. The dance company 
will "have something more than 
just dance in our shows ... we'll 
have jugglers, comedians, magi-
cians and ventriloquists. 
Malone's studio also offers intern-
ships, for theater and dance stu-
dents. Those able to complete 
0 0 0 Rmag1nat1onc:====:::::::::i 
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TWILIGHT ZONE: ITHACAN/PATRICK CADY 
Glen True Pabner joined in a parents weekend live audio performance 
the course with Malone will receive 
a contract to perform. "Training is 
'expected to take from 1,000 to 
2,000 hours to get them to a profes-
sional level, depending on their 
background." 
Afterwards, Crane emphasized 
how much work had gone into the 
project. Production started last 
August with volunteers only. It 
was only with their continued and 
dedicated work that the program 
was ready on time. 
He felt the project was a chal-
lenge for students, both as spec-
tators and performers. He noted 
that the age of television has caused 
many people to become passive, 
so that they just sit and watch the 
action unfold. Crane believes pro-
ductions such as this help stimulate 
the imagination; that radio is 
almost like reading a book. He 
also pointed out that many people 
would not be able to follow or 
handle the story because of the 
way it was presented. He said that 
modern society has' outgrown this 
sort of mass communication. _ 
Crane's work and understanding 
on this project should be applaud-
ed. It was apparent that this pro-
duction caused a great strain on 
both Crane and his crew. Yet they 
still managed to pull it off and 
make a success of the show. 
When asked when/if there would 
be another segment in the series, 
Crane responded, "With the con-
tinued support of the school, and 
the process of me getting psyched 
up for it." The audio drama series 
is a fascinating program. And 
When the Sky Was Opened was a 
solid performance in that series. 
Your Government Is Plotting to Take Away 
Womens Right to Abortion o o o Againo 
Only You Can Stop Them~ 
'fF:.om the White House to the Supreme Court. the threat 
to abortion rights has never been greater. · 
Once again. the U.S. Supreme Court is 
hearing cases that endanger abortion rights -
even more than the Webster decision did. 
Now George Bush and Attorney General 
Dick Thornburgh are pushing the 
Supreme Court, led by Chief 
Justice William Rehnquist. to 
overturn Roe v. Wade 
altogether- with Jesse Helms 
cheering them on. 
If that happens, safe 
and legal abortions will 
be a thing of the past-
and abortion will be 
government's decision, 
not a woman's. 
Think they aren't 
serious? Think again. 
For information or 
transportation to 
Washington, call: 
607 /272-4450 
Abby Ellin 
lust days ago, Bush killed legislation restoring Medicaid 
funding of abortions for poor women who became 
pregnant through rape or incest. 
II£ President Bush has 
his way, we'll wind 
up back where 
we were before 
Roev. Wade: 
Abortion legal 
in a few states, a 
crime in every other. 
Don't count on the 
politicians, the courts. 
or anyone to stand up 
for your rights. 
Stand up for yourself: 
\nu ran htlp "lD 1hr r~hl lu pmcm ahonaun rt)!hh 
b, Jo1n1~ or rontnOUtmg lo \0\\ 
l·~, - - - --
f:\re:.. CiK!r) Phom· - -- ---------
\t". I uni lo JOtR \(l\\. llm\ m, rnn1n0Uta1n £or mtmbmhip dllt". 
SHIO SSO S.\, S2, Other 
I'm alrrad) a ,011 mtmbn- p!r2'< u-., m) contribution In prot«t 
;ahurlion rq?.hl,. 
l\lail to: NOW 1000 16th. Sired, N.W .• Suite 700. 
Washington, D.C. 20036-S70S 
/· 
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f · · · · · · · · · · Yf yoti" can ·imct a Macmtosfi in this. room:····· · · · · · · · · · ·~ 
l we might put one in yours.· Free. ~ 
In what will surely be the e;L,1e.'>t t<:,t of your intdl-'CI thi~ term,Appk: i1mte.~ )'lill 
to try winnmg a free Apple' ~lacimosh' Plu~ per~onal rnrnputer me1ely by finding 1t 111 
this drawing. 
\Xe'll e\'en gire you a hint. It's not the table, the lamp, or the chair. 
Now you're on your own 
'HJ register, look for cont<.:~t details \\'here Malimo,h computers are sold on your 
campus Oh, all 1ight, we'll gil'e you a hint for that, too: IJJok at the hon om of 1h1s ad. 
But do it really, really fot. Becau~e only one H1cirnn.,h is being given away on this 
campus, anti it\ going to happen~( JOll. 
Soon, as 1n right aw;1y. 1'101110. Quick hke 
But hey, you c;111 take a hint. · 
CJ. 
Somebodys going to win a free Macintosh. 
I} 
: lPhlllips Hall, North Foyer, November 2-16, (hours vary). : 
~ 1For more information call the F.<f!J~ational Purchase Coordinator at 274-3030 ~ 
~ ~ 
~ 1· l9h'9 ,\pplt· C'11111pu1er In, -~~11,·. 1'1e \ppldl)(» .111d ~l.lllnlt~h .in· n:g,,1,·n~I 1r,1lkn1Jr!., "' .lppl..< "lllJlUl,·r hll lllu,1r,111"11 , i'Jh'J 11.111 (;r, ,·n:I'g ~ 
-Cl . One''"" n,,·qx:r,un pli,J"-' On!! fulh1mn1uJ,-ni,. IJ,Ult),:UIU ,1aff Jn: eug,bl,· lu \\ln . ~ 
.. ~4~~~Q4QQ~Q~QQQQQQQQQQQQ~QQQQ~QQQ4.Q4QQQ····~4QQQQQQ~QQQQQQ~ *. 
. QQ~QQ~Q~QQQQ~QQQQQ··~ 
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ITHACAN CLASSIFIEDS 
IPIERSONALS 
Mark-
Happy 21st Birthday Tuesddy 
Nov. 7th. I Love You! 
Knucklehead Smith 
Marge-
I'm glad you made it to the Harvest 
Bal!. I had the time of my life. 
Love,J.C. 
Dear Doug-
Happy Birthday, may all your 
dreams come true. 
-Chingu 
Kathleen -
Happy Birthday! You're the best -
who else would have to put up 
with me? 
Tara-
Love, 
Allison 
Happy Birthday! What arc you 
thinking? 
Dearest Miehe -
Birthday or whatever 
Any excuse will do 
To think of you and smile 
And say that we love you 
Love, 
Allison 
(Yeah, we know it's cute and nice, 
so guess who sent it - the pup 
and the kitten) 
Dearest Dave -
My heart tells a story 
That was never complete 
But now that I've met you 
I've gained a beat 
-Dora 
Are you a communications student 
interested in tackling problems in 
the Park School? Students for 
Improved communications meets 
every Tuesday at 12: 15 in Park 
277. 
RATES: 
Non Commercial 
PERSONALS 
KIVA-
What kind of gun do you want? 
Remember, the big ass, Mo - Fo 
Cricket secs all! 
GIDEON 
Batman -
ls Jethro Tull anything like the 
New Kids? God help us all! 
Indy 
Dave-
You're soooo Big!! 
Kloscn's Kommandos 
Dennis and Shawaan -
The two people who have helped 
make IC worthwhile! Let's have 
the best senior year and good 
memories. I'll miss you guys. 
-Alice 
To Chrissy-
Happy Birthday!!! Hope you arc 
having a great time in London. I 
miss you so much!! 
Love, P.B. 
The loose lips award has changed 
hands! 
The Shangrala 
Hey Pi Lam Brothers -
Get psyched for the party on 
Friday. There will be nothing like 
it. 
Jon 
To Pi Lam Brothers -
Can't wait for the party. Friday 
November 10th. 
The Little Sisters 
Hey Robert -
Need more info, contact one of 
the Brothers of Pi Lam ... 
-Vern 
IP'lEIRSONAILS 
Bu -
Hi! 
Matt-
-Be 
Get rid of that negative GP A 
nachine and all of its cartridges! 
Bri 
Hung-
This and that, This and that, This 
and that, This and that... Yea, 
whatever 
LL. 
Jim GUT-
Good job swimming on Saturday 
CLASSIFIEDS 
MAKE UP TO$ 500 in one week! 
Student Organization needed for 
marketing project on campus. 
Must be motivated and organized. 
Call Becky at 1-800-592-2121. 
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES 
NEEDED for" Spring Break 90's 
programs co Mexico - Bahamas -
Florida & S. Padre Island - Earn 
Free Vacation Plus $$ Call 
800-448-2421. 
A FREE GIFT JUST FOR 
CALLING PLUS RAISE UP TO 
$1,700.00 IN ONLY TEN DAYS!!! 
Student Groups, fraternities and 
sororities needed for marketing 
project on campus. For details 
plus a FREE GlFf, group officers 
call 1-800-950-8472, ext. 0. 
WRITING-RESEARCH 
EDITING - Versatile, expert staff. 
Fast service, reasonable rates. Call 
1-800-331-9783 Ext. 888. 
CILASSllfllEDS 
THE PRICE IS RIGHT ! Sign a 
lease with us and become a member 
of the "Preferred Renter's Club". 
You can win points to win TV's, 
Microwaves, Radio's, etc ... 1-4 
bedrooms, utilities included, furn-
ished, parking, many extras, flex-
ible terms. Call Lynn 277 - 5657. 
I ROOM FOR RENT in 3 bed-
room apartment for Spring 1990. 
$280.50 per month. Located above 
old Dugout. Contact Mason at 
277 - 6580. 
SPRING BREAK 1990 - Indi-
vidual or student organization 
needed to promote our Spring 
Break trips. Earn money, free 
trips and valuable work experience. 
APPLY NOW!! Call Inter-Campus 
Programs: 1-800-327-6013. 
THINK SPRING - Out-going ? 
Well-organized ? Promote and 
Escort our FLORIDA SPRING 
BREAK trip. GOOD PAY AND 
FUN. Call Campus Marketing. I -
800 - 423 ·-5264. 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT 
available for Spring of 1990. Easy 
walk to Commons, laundry facili-
ties, perfect for single or couple. 
Call 277 - 7375. 
FOR SALE : Large comic book 
collection, Apple 11 C with every-
thing including software. Best 
offers. 257 - 8928. 
I ROOM FOR RENT in 3 bed-
room apartment. Move in as soon 
desired. Key location. Laundry 
facilities. $197 month. Call Gail 
277 -4775. 
You Asked For lT? You Got lt!!!!! 
The MUG will get you discounts 
on coffee and soda in the snack 
bar. Let the money pile up - Not 
the STYROFOAM! On sale in the 
lobby of the Union. Presented by: 
1.C.E.S. 
ITHACAN CLASSIFIEDS 
$3.00 for the first 15 words and $. 10 for each 
additional word. 
ClLASSHJHIEll)S 
BEAT THE RUSH ... FOR THE 
BEST! We are now showing and 
signing leases for Fall '90. Optional 
10 month leases! Houses, I - 4 
bedroom apts. FREE: Parking, 
Laundry, microwaves. We accept 
VISA/ MASTERCARD! For 
appointments and more informa-
tion call, Lynn, 277 - 5657. 
WANTED : 2 Females to share a 
3 story house (with dishwasher) 
$150 plus utilities, for the Spring 
semester. Call Jill or Jessica at 272 
- 0861. 
WANTED : Good bass guitar for 
starting player. Dan. West Tower 
1014,273-9780. 
HOUSEMATE NEEDED for 
Spring 1990, 139 Hudson St. Apt. 
4. Great location. Large porch and 
backyard. Spacious living quarters. 
$280 per month, includes utilities, 
dishwasher, washer and dryer. Call 
277 - 1357. 
TRAVEL SALES - Sell Spring 
Break package tours to Jamaica 
and Margarita Island. Earn free 
travel and extra cash. Great sales 
experience and flexible hours. Call 
1-800-426-77 IO. . 
EARN $2,000 - $4,000 Searching 
for employment that permits work-
ing your own hours, but still chal-
lenging for your entrepreneurial 
skills? Manage programs for For-
tune 500 Companies. Earn $2,000 
- $4,000. Call 1-800-932-0528, ext. 
11. Ideal for Grad students. 
WANTED : Turkey roasters, pie 
makers. potato cookers, and eaters 
for the Protestant Communit'j's 
annual Pre-Thanksgiving Feast at 
the I st Presbyterian Church, 
Sunday, November 12, 1:30 PM. 
Rides available after the 11:30 AM 
Protestant worship at Muller 
Chapel. Call 274 - 3185 for infor-
mation, reservations by Friday. 
DEADLINE - Monday before 5:00 pm. 
Business 
Personal 
$4.00 for the first 15 words and $.15 for each additional 
word. 
$ l. 00 for the first 15 words and $. 10 for each additional 
word. 
AD FORM: 
].. SEND TO -
NAME 
ADDRESS 
-------------------------------------
THE ITHACAN 
ROY H. PARK SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATIONS 
93 DANBY ROAD 
ITHACA. N.Y. , 14850 
OlR W YO1LJ [.,JIVE ON CAMPUS 
THE ITHACAN 
ROY H. PARK SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATIONS 
( CARE OF INTERCAMPUS MAIL ) 
2. DROJP>OFF-
AT THE ITHACAN OFFICE ON THE SECOND 
FLOOR OF THE COMMUNICATIONS BUILDING 
ROOM 266. 
JP]H[ONE NUMBEJR 
DATES TO 1R1UN 
MESSAGE 
. 
PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE THIS FORM LEDGIBLY ! 
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\' CALVIN and HOBBES by BILL WATfERSON 
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\\\ S\JS\E. 'N\.\~1 {)\I) '10\J 
BR\NG !=OR l\JNC\.-\ 10011-'i ;, 
I>- 'S't-l\S'S C\.\£E.S£ 
P-NO ~\\Vt' 
'St,.t,\\>W\C.\-1. 
I WONDER W\-1'1 M/1.N WtiS 
PUT 01-\ EA'K1i-l . ~\.IA.Ts 
OJR P\JRf'0'5E.? w1ri "-R~ 
'tlE \--\ERE:' 
ns l-.\~ \'E?:< R1:1.P..'i, s\ls\c. 
!=11..\JOR\TE,iCX), t BO%\\T 
9;) l tx>t,f, 1\11:. OftTI.ll\t>. 
'tlM-\T 1b \.1£.t..ll l\J!-tC.\\ Wt,.i. 
W""-' GRCISS 
11\\N<:i Yofl 
BR()\)(:,.\\ T. 
11 fl.WtJ>..R51')B£. 
CIGr,.R 8\ITTS IN 
II- GN.LS1~E 
St>..\lC.t. 
I MOTHER GOOSE AND GRIMM by MIKE PETERS 
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1-{E:~, WHAT WCK,. HER~ A 
ROPe AlrACHee, 70 7H~ 
VACUUM.~U 11e HIM UP,,, 
GARFIELD 
PEANUTS 
WE I-IAD A 
600DTIME 
AGAIN. 
TODAY 
DIDN1T WE? 
~ Ill • ... __ .... 
by JIM DAVIS 
W£LL, STOMP ON FROC1'5 
AN~ 5l-lOV£ A CROWBAR 
UPMY N~E! 
by CHARLES M. SCHULTZ 
MAYBE WE 
COULD TR\f 
SOMETI-UNG 
DIFFERENT .. 
TOMORROW LET'S HAVE 
Tl4E JELLY DOU6f.4NUTS 
BEFORE THE PIZZA .. 
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THE FAR SIDE 
by GARY LARSON 
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fi'<st pants 1 
7i-fEN 
-
your s~oes 
"Relax, Jerry! ... He probably didn't know you were 
an elephant when he told that last joke!" 
1v-UJChrJ"l.:.1 fo:a1,,ro1. 
o, ... ~·oabyUc,.,,,uP,mS,•~ab I u~IL[Effi©M~ ~ 
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at COLLEGE CIRCLE 
APARTMEl\JTS 
NOVEMBER 15 and DECEMBER 8 
~FOOD~SODA 
Oil~ 
~ 
~ 2-7 PM 
P E.C\AL S ts and CLE /\.partrnen 
COLLEGE C\R oUGE Restaurant 
from coCHON R 
, UBERGE OU cABULOUS, LA \ ~ se tor a r men t 
Sign a ea EGE CIRCLE APart 
N\EW, COLL rea\z and get \ 
Cndstmas b LAuberge . before A Gu EST at 
you AND -----dtnner for 
2, 3, 4 and 5 bedroom apartments 
available beginning June 1 
!IJ(Jft! 1r MUSS (!JIJJ1, ON THE ONIE rou WANT!! 
COLLEGE CIRCLE: JUST UP THE ROAD FROM IC ON 968 
277-1234 277-1221 . 
l -
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BY BRIAN !ROTHMAN 
If it is true that one learns from 
their mistakes, the Ithaca College 
men's basketball team learned a 
whole lot Tuesday night. 
The Polish men's basketball 
team, on a tour throughout the 
United States defeated the Bomb-
ers 79-fi2 at Ben Light Gymnasium. 
The Poles - who started a lineup 
averaging 6-5 and 22 years old -
dominated the opening moments 
of the game, jumping to a 27-9 
lead. However, IC battled back 
and made the game interesting 
before Poland went on to record 
the victory. 
· Poland will play the likes of 
Michigan, Arkansas and Ohio 
State on its U.S. tour. The Poles -
the fourt;!enth ranked intcrna-
tional team - will have their prob-
lems according to Bomber captain 
Mike Hess. 
"In comparison, they were 
better," said Hess. "They had 
bigger guys and they just kept on 
throwing the ball over us. But, 
they're going to get killed by 
Michigan, Ohio State and some 
of those other teams." 
"They had bigger guys 
and they just kept on 
throwing the ball over 
us. 
Mike Hess 
"We were just trying to see where 
we stand. This is definitely going 
to be the best team we play all 
year. We still have a tot of time 
before our first game." 
That first game is in the Platts-
burgh Tournament next Friday 
and the 1989-1990 version of the 
Bombers will be sporting a new 
look. Gone are Pat Jones and 
John "Stretch" McClellan so the 
Bombers view size as one of their 
main weaknesses. Another achilles 
heel for the Bombers will be in-
experience. No seniors will start 
and the Bombers will look to Hess 
and backup guard Brian Fruscio 
for leadership. 
The Bombers will be relying 
heavily on two freshmen, Jeff 
Reynolds and Matt Goodemote 
this year. Reynolds, out of Syra-
cuse, is a 6-4 forward who had a 
dissapointing game on Tuesday, 
getting into early foul trouble and 
notching only two points. Goode-
mote, a guard, had four points 
and five boards. Sharpshooting 
guard Archie McEarchen Jed the 
way for Ithaca with 11 points while 
Hess added ten markers. 
The Bombers, who will rely 
heavily this year on their shooting 
and passing skills, viewed this 
game as a learning experience but 
were still dissapointed with the 
outcome. 
"In the first seven or eight 
minutes we were very apprehen-
sive," said coach Tom Baker. "We 
were more worried about how we 
were looking then what we should 
be doing." 
"I wanted to see us execute 
better offensively. I wanted to sec 
a little more agressive work on the 
boards. However, as for the posi-
tives, I thought Matt Goodemote 
November 9, 198~ 
had a very good night for a fresh-
man but the other freshmen were 
pretty apprehensive. I thought that 
John Dunne (starting point guard) 
came along, Archie (McEarchen) 
filled it up nicely, Brian (Fruscio) 
provided leadership when we 
needed it, but I really expected 
"This is going to be the 
best team we play all 
year. ,, M .k H 1 e ess 
more from some other people." 
The Bombers, 16-IO last year 
and ECAC participants, open their 
season next Friday and their first 
regular season home game is Dec. 
12. 
Swimmers place second 
BY HEATHER MACKERSIE 
The Ithaca College women's 
;wim team lost six All-American 
,wimmcrs at the end of last year. 
Probably most notable are Nancy 
Stapp and Kelly Kisner, the top 
:>reaststrokers. 
The 1989-90 team is comprised 
'Jf 12 returning athletes and I 2 
freshmen. So far they are showing 
that they can perform. Coach 
Paula Miller feels, "The freshmen 
are performing well and the upper-
;::lassmen, as a whole, are faster 
now than they were last year. 
Everyone is really strong." 
This past Saturday, the women 
traveled to the University of 
Rochester for the Harvest relays 
and came in second out of \ 1 
teams. The University of Buffalo 
beat IC by 17 points, 150-133. 
Coach Miller remarked, "It was a 
great meet. There was a tre-
mendous effort by everyone and 
team support and enthusiasm was 
high." 
"One of our goals is to 
win the JCAC again." 
Coach Miller 
Amy Robinson, Becky Perry, 
Jacquie Verhagen and Beth 
McDonnel combined their 
strengths in the first relay, the 400 
yard freestyle and touched in 
second place. Following their lead, 
DON'T BE A TURKEY 
Kathy Henze, Trini George, and 
Jeanette Petrus each swam a 100 
yard leg of the 300 butterfly and 
placed second. 
Co-captain Robinson started off 
the 300 yard backstroke relay 
qualifying for Nationals with a 
1:02.61. Jen Jones and Karen 
Savory followed her and the three 
finished in second place. 
"Sonya Hauser won the 800 free 
relay for us," said Coach Miller. 
"We were right with Rochester 
and she held up." Hauser says she 
was swimming against an old high 
school rival, who ended her high 
school season ahead of Hauser . 
However, Hauser did not win the 
relay alone. Helping her was 
Shannon O'Brien, Nancy Uccellini 
and Henze. 
In the 300 medley relay, Robin-
There was a tremendous 
effort by everyone and 
team support was high." 
Coach Miller 
son, Cristy Clift, Petrus and Perry 
finished in second. Robinson then 
turned around and anchored the 
next event, the 400 individual 
medley. McDonnel, Henze and 
Verhagen preceded Robinson to 
place second. Another second place 
went to O'Brien, Savory, Clift and 
Perry for the 200 free relay. 
The Bombers captured first in 
the final event, the 400 medley 
relay. Robinson, McDonnel. 
Henze and O'Brien made up this 
winning relay. 
Although the University of 
Buffalo dominated most of the 
meet, Ithaca scored more points 
this year than before when they 
won the meet, according to Miller. 
As far as the upcoming season 
goes. Miller says, "One of our 
goals is to win the lCAC again. 
for the sixth year, to win the state 
meet and to make the top ten at 
Nationals again. But, this is a long 
way away and we have to sec what 
happens. Everyone works hard and 
it is enjoyable to go to practice." 
-NIOR 
200DAYS 
GIVIE YO VH!E Y~ANKSGW~NG CANNlEID fOOIO 
!ORM! 
WHEN: Monday, November 13 - Thursday, 
November16 
WHERE: Campus Center Lobby 
Designated Residence Hall Locations 
Co-sponsored by 
Student Govemment/Communtty Service Network 
and Residence Holl Association 
FR]]DAY9 N(Q)Vo Jl@th 
1 
"' JFOUJR IlllRl[NK. 'IrJtCKJET§ 
IF'JREE SHUTTLE BUS 
- FREE PIZZA 
AT THE 
BOMB SHELTER 
Don't Graduate With A Record, THINK When y 011 DRINK ! ! 
* Senior Cards Available At The.Door 
.. -
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from page 22 
"We wanted to be regional 
champs. I think that was the one 
goal that we didn't accomplish 
this year," said Byrne. 
One of the main bright spots 
throughout the year was the play 
of goaltender Zac Shaw. After miss-
ing the second half of last year and 
aH of off~season training with a 
broken leg, Shaw played all year, 
yielding only twelve goals, while 
recording a . 76 goals against 
average. 
Coach Byrne was equally im-
pressed. "Game in and game out 
he was tested by opponents who 
knew he had broken his leg. He 
got run into a lot, punched a lot; 
mind games that people played 
wJtlt him all year long. He got 
better and better as the year went 
on.'., 
Next year the team will be with-
out the services of Dave Armet 
Pete Lambert and Mike Neelon'. 
All three were key members. 
N~elon led the team in scoring 
with 10 goals and 22 points, in-
cluding a four goal effort against 
NCAA participant Binghamton. 
Lambert registered four goals and 
five assists. One goal was the only 
score in the win over Nazareth 
while another was the game winner 
at Cortland. Armer, a victim of 
the three year physical therapy 
program, was a steady, tough de-
fender who consistently played 
well and rarely lost a hall in the 
air. 
,, . 
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In addition, the play of Todd 
Crittenden at sweeper was great. 
He had big shoes to fill with the 
l!raduation of All-New York player 
(.'hris Gack. 
"Todd played great, he got better 
with every game. I think having 
Chris here as a coach helped out a 
lo!. He did a lot of individual 
things with Todd. Todd deserves a 
lot of credit," explained Byrne. 
"Dave was a good, tough, hard 
player who was dominant in the 
air in defensive suuations. Pete 
Lambert, on the other hand, is a 
flashy player, very creative. When 
Pete was on, it was a joy to watch. 
I felt that Mike worked so hard in 
the big games. There were times 
when I just didn't think he could 
take another step and he would 
keep going," commented Byrne. 
Despite the successful season, 
the booters should receive the 
Rodney Dangerfield Award for 
getting no respect. But thank~, 
guys, for keeping at least one fan 
entertained. 
ITHACAN/AMY LISEWSKI 
TRIPPED UP: A Rochester player knocks down Andy Pok!ad in an attempt to stop the sophomore striker 
Ithaca won the NCAA matchup, 2-0. 
BY DAN CHIACCHIA 
The women's cross-country 
,4uad has had a very successful 
,eason in 1989. They looked to 
~<mtinue that success on Saturday 
as they traveled to Colby College 
to participate in the ECAC 
0 
0 
Championships. With a state title 
already under their belt, the 
Bombers had on their minds a 
forth ECAC title in five years. 
Although it's usually easier said 
than done, lthaca accomplished 
their goal, winning the meet with 
29 points. 
Senior Jannette Bonrouhi, the 
l 987 individual winner, captured 
the medal while esiablisl1ing a new 
course record, 18:48. She was the 
first of six Ithaca runners to gain 
places on the 15 spot al!-ECAC 
list. 
Following Bonrouhi was sopizo-
With .,.,~.H.inrosh 
Macintosh;< computers ha\ ·e al\\ ·a1 ·s been easy to use. But theyve never 
been this easy to 0\\11. Presenting TI1e Macintosh Sale. . 
Through January 31, you can save _hundreds of dollars on a Yanet-y 
of Apple Ivlacintosh computers and penpherals. . 
So now there's no reason to settle for an ordinary PC. With The 
Macintosh Sale, you can \Vind up \\ith much more of a computer. 
Without spending a lot more money 
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more Jennifer Vollwciler, the 
runner-up. 
The men travekd to Rochester 
on Saturday to participate in the 
New York State nteet at Roberts 
Wesleyan. Scoting 143 points, the 
Bombers placed fifth. Once again, 
the team was without the services 
; 
· File 
I 
of Sean Livingst.on. Michael Mulli-
gan, a freshman, led the Bombers 
with a 16th place finish in the time 
of 26: 18. Teammate Mike Neilan 
was right behind Mulligan, placing 
seventeenth in 26:24. 
Both squads move to Rochester 
this weekend 
·························-·································· 
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O 0 I r· I Bomb~r§ nose 1n reg1ona.. 1na s 
IBlY SCOTT LEnGJHITMAN 
The Ithaca College men's soccer 
team split the two games they 
played this weekend. Normally 
that wouldn't be too bad. But 
unfortunately for the Bombers, the 
one loss was detrimental, as it 
came in the NCAA playoffs. 
On Sunday, the Bombers travel-
ed to Rochester to take on RIT in 
the New York Regional Final. Not 
only was Ithaca facing the number 
one team in the country, but also a 
squad who beat Ithaca in the reg-
ular season. 
None of that mattered early on, 
as Ithaca tallied just seven minutes 
into the match. James Bredin 
served a ball into the box to Todd 
€rittenden who headed the ball 
towards the net where PJ Mooney 
touched it in from close range. 
"That goal almost had a bad 
effect. It kind of got us out of. our 
rhythm, we didn't know what to 
do after we scored a goal, it 
plagued us the whole game," said 
Coach Andy Byrne. 
The home team countered after 
that, attacking the Ithaca net many 
times. But the defense would 
come up big. The first chance for 
RIT came when center midfielder 
Mark Gould went in towards the 
Ithaca goal but goalie Zac Shaw 
dido 't even have to make a save as 
sweeper Todd Crittenden knocked 
the ball away in a superb defensive 
effort. The defense came up big 
other times as well. Mooney block-
ed a shot by Chris Sterling off of a 
free kick. But the biggest save 
came with about one minute re-
maining in the first half. With 
Shaw off of his line, an RIT 
attacker t)Ut a shot on goal towards 
the lower \cit corner. However, 
sophomore Adam Borg was there 
to boot the ball out of the net and 
save the Bombers, for the time 
being. 
"I was just trying to get them to 
go forward," said Byrne of his 
halftime chat. 
The team listened, and again 
the Bombers had some chances 
early in the half. After a RIT 
clearance, Pete Nagusky fired a 
volley which went over the net. 
Nagusky had another volley oppor-
tunity, off a pass from Pete 
Lambert. Again the shot missed, 
this time wide. 
But just as had happened in 
both the first half and the initial 
meeting between the teams, the 
Tigers retaliated. And just as be-
fore, Joe Diogardi was the Bomber-
killer. With ten minutes gone in 
the second session, Diogardi took 
a feed from Sterling and slid the 
ball by Shaw and into the left 
corner of the net. Eleven minutes 
later, Diogardi struck again. Mike 
Gibbs flicked a ball which Dio-
gardi ran on to and chipped over 
the head of the charging Shaw. 
The third goal was scored in the 
following five minutes on a RIT 
corner kick. When Don Robbins 
kicked the ball into the box, Shaw 
went up to get it and apparently 
had caught it. However, Grant 
Perry headed the ball into the net. 
The Bombers had a few chances 
to cut the margin, the best one 
coming with Andy Poklad's twenty 
yard shot. The RIT netminder was 
there to make save and hold Ithaca 
to only one score. 
To get to the regional final, the 
Bombers had to revenge an earlier 
loss to the' Yell ow Jackets of 
Rochester. On a snow-covered Ter-
race Field, Ithaca did just that-
they heat Rochester, 2-0. 
'The intensit~ was evident from 
the beginning, as the Bombers 
scored on their first shot of the 
game. Only five minutes into the 
match, Todd Crittenden struck 
again, this time scoring the goal. 
Pete Lambert passed the corner 
kick right onto the head of Crit-
tenden who placed the ball into 
the net. 
"I went and saw them play after 
our last game and I saw an opening 
in their defense and we tried to 
exploit that," said Coach Byrne. 
Rochester's first shot was almost 
as dangerous. Off a free kick, Chris 
Apple touched the ball to Tom 
Schmidt who drove the ball on 
net. However goaltender Zac Shaw 
had little trouble handling the 
shot, keeping the visitors scoreless. 
The horrible conditions kept the 
remainder of the game relatively 
harmless. 
The one exception was the Bomb-
ers' second goal. Again Pete Lam-
bert set up the play. This time he 
put a ball past the defense which 
Mike Neelon converted into the 
opposite corner on a shot with 
little angle. 
"It was really sloppy. You can't 
really pass a lot or work it. You 
just have to play hard and whoever 
gets the goals wins. A lot of it's by 
chance, really," said Neelon. 
It wasn't chance when Ithaca 
found out they were playing 
Rochester. They wanted to return 
the loss. 
"We were really psyched. The 
revenge factor was very important. 
I think that's why we wanted it the 
most,'' said Lambert. 
For the year, the Bombers had a 
successful season. Compared to 
last year, the improvements were 
tremendous. In the conference, 
their record was 5-1, compared to 
2--4 in 1988. 
see soccer pa~ 21 
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IN THE MIDDLE: Ithaca's Dan Sherman gets wedged between two 
players. 
Swimmers off to 
fast start 
BY BERT UNDERWATER 
The men's swim team traveled 
to Rochester this past weekend to 
participate in the Harvest Relays. 
The team started its season on a 
successful note, placing in the top 
three in every race they swam and 
finishing second overall. 
The squad set three meet records, 
the first one in the 4*!00 Freestyle 
Relay. The team of juniors Jim 
Gault, John Neeb, Jeff Ungvary 
and senior Tom Whitely set a meet 
record in the event with a time of 
3:20.28. In the next event, the 
3* 100 Butterfly, freshman Dan 
Andersson, sophomore Keith 
Brown and junior Tom Faros-
· worth also set a meet record, with 
a time of 2:45. 76. The 400 medley 
relay team of Andersson, sopho-
more Dan Guerrera and senior 
Rob D'Alessandro also captured 
first and a record. Also capturing 
first places were Andersson, Brown, 
and Farnsworth in the 300 breast, 
and Gault.junior Andre Marozsan, 
Neeb and Ungvary in the 800 
freestyle. 
The Bombers finished second 
only to Alfred, yet well ahead of 
fellow ICAC rivals Hobart and 
RIT. The team is in action again 
during Thanksgiving break at 
Washington and Lee University, 
with its first home meet against 
SUNY Cortland on Dec. 6. 
The Bureau. of Concerts would like 
to thank the following for their help 
on another successfull show: 
Sports Writers Needed 
l 
! . 
j 
· Mike Lindberg 
Sharon Policello 
Mike McGreevy 
Norm Wall 
rat Wynn 
Cindy Mead 
David Baxter 
Margie Kelly 
Jim Benjamin 
Peg Sereno 
Ron Clark 
Al Cobane 
IC Safety 
Physical Plant 
Residential Life 
Catering 
0 
And everyone that helped at the show. 
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Call Christa at 272-4350 
or 
call The Ithacan office at 
274-3207 
A SURE STOP 
FOR GIFTS 
a furn stop 
foryou 
Earrings by 
Studio One of A Kind. 
Savage adornment 
for the civilized world. 
Photo: Haivey Ferdschneider 
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Location - just off the commons: 112 N. Cayuga 
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The Bombers held the Red 
Dragons on the next series of 
downs, aided by a second down 
sack by junior defensive tackle 
Ralph Jones. IC got the ball back 
on their own five and drove to the 
Cortland 18 before Sullivan's field 
goal attempt sailed wide left. Al-
though the Bombers failed to 
score, the drive proved that they 
could move the ball on Cortland. 
Pasquale was sharp as his comple-
tions of 40 and 19 yards on the 
drive to junior Ken Hammel 
proved. The momeqtum of the 
game midway through the second 
quarter was clearly in the Bombers 
favor. 
Late in the second quarter, 
Ithaca had the ball on the their 
own 17 yard line. Aftera penalty, 
IC was on their own eight with a 
third down and 19 situation. 
Pasquale dropped back and lofted 
a pass deep down the middle of 
the field where Hammel somehow 
pulled in the ball on the Red 
Dragon 35 yard line. Three plays 
later, the Bombers were on the 
Cortland 40 with a first down and 
25 to go due to a clipping penalty. 
After Sidle picked up two yards, 
Pasquale faked a handoff into the 
line , turned and ran to his right 
on a naked bootleg. Pasquale was 
finally stopped on the Red Dragon 
13 after a 24-yard gain. On second 
down, Pasquale went back to pass. 
felt some pressure and ru; he rolled 
right, hit Hammel cutting across 
the back of the end zone for the 
touchdown. Sullivan's point after 
"Our performance 
against Cortland was no 
surprise." -Coach 
Butterfield 
gave the Bombers a 14-0 lead at 
the half. 
After Cortland was stopped on 
their initial possession ot the 
second half, Ithaca took over on 
their own 35. The Bombers drove 
to the Red Dragon IS, where 
Pasquale ran left and cut off his 
guard into the Cortland secondary. 
He outran the Red Dragon onto 
the end zone. Key plays in the 
drive were Pasquale's completion 
to senior Scott Van Dyke for ten 
yards and to Hammel for 14, and 
Sidlc's 14-yard run from the Red 
"We've been strong as a 
unit all season 
defensively. " 
Coach 
Butterfield 
Dragon 31 on third down and 
nine. Sullivan convened the extra 
point to give the Bombers a 21-0 
lead mid-way through the third 
quarter. 
As the third quarter was coming 
to a close, the Red Dragons posed 
their most serious threat. They 
drove to the Bomber 5, where. on 
third down and one, the Bombers 
held Red Dragon fullback C.C. 
Grant to no gain. As the fourth 
quarter began. Cortland decided 
to go for the fourth down. Red 
Dragon tailback Ken Williams 
received a pitch to the right, where 
he rulled up to throw. Williams 
primary receiver was quarterback 
Dick Puccia. who was covered 
like a blanket by the Bombers 
defense. Williams forced a pass 
into the end zone which was inter-
cepted by Bomber junior free safety 
Joe Williams. A late fourth quarter 
touchdown by freshman running 
back Jeff Wittman rounded out 
the impressive Bomber showing at 
28-0. 
The Bombers controlled every 
aspect of the game, as their defense 
and offense played near flawless 
football. Defensively, senior line-
backer Dan Feldman's ten tackles 
Si 
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BY SCOTT LEIGHTMAJ'j 
This week's Ithaca College foot-
ball triumph over Cortland was a 
total team effort. However, one 
particular standout was split end 
Ken Hammel. Hammel, a 6-2, 190 
pound junior, recorded eight 
catches for 180 yards. As a result 
of his fine performance on Satur-
day, Hammel is this week's The 
Ithacan Athlete of the week. 
Included in those receptions was 
a ten yard catch from Tom 
Pasquale for a touchdown, to give 
the Bombe:-s a 14-0 lead going 
into halftime. 
The record for the most catches 
in a game by a Bomber is 10, set in 
1975 by Bill Bryant, who also 
accounted for 198 yards. Hammel's 
effort on Saturday fell just short 
of those record~. missing by two 
· catches and I 8 yards. However, 
his eight receptions were a new 
career high. 
"We would like to use Ken in 
this way every game, it's just not 
· le "said Head Coach 
and one interception joined fellow 
linebacker Matt Herbst and Chris 
Colloca with nine and eight tackles 
respectively to lead the team. 
Jones'two sacks and one by sopho-
more Rob Finneran also contrib-
uted to the defensive effort. "We've 
been strong as a unit all season 
defensively." said Coach Butter-
field, "We've only had one defen-
sive game where we didn't play 
well, so our performance against 
Cortland was no surprise." 
Offensively, the Bombers showed 
consistency as well as big-play 
capability. On the ground, Moli-
nich and Pasquale gained 90 and 
80 yards, while Sidle picked up 67, 
for a total of 263 rushing yards. 
Pasquale also added 11 comple-
tions in 21 attempts for 241 passing 
yards. Hammel was Pasquale's 
favorite target, as he pulled in 
eight passes for 180 yards. The 
Bomber offensive line allowed only 
one sack and blasted holes open 
20%OFF e pa~a,ays GIFT WITH A s50 PURCHASE 
ON THE COMMONS 
OPEN THURS. & FRI. 'TIL 9 P.M. 
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Jim Butterfield. 
Aside from the touchdown, 
Hammel's most exciting catch 
came on a 57-yard connection with 
Pasquale. While the looping pass 
was in the air, Hammel maneu-
vered himself in between two 
defenders and brought the ball in. 
Not only was it an important play 
of the game, but it represented the 
longest Ithaca pass play of the 
year. 
Hammcl's accomplishments did "' 
not go unnoticed by the coaching 
staff. They rewarded him by giving 
Ken the honorary offensive captain 
of the week award. 
"He is an excellent 
athlete, as well as a fine 
competitor. "-Coach 
Butterfield 
for their backs. Coach Butterfield 
explained. "We have a veteran 
outfit on the offensive line, they've 
played a long time together and 
have s~own steady progress." 
"We determine the honorary 
offensive and defensive captains 
of the week not only by their 
performance on Saturday, but how 
they performed during the week," 
explained Coach Butterfield. "Ken 
has good speed, good hands, and 
good height. He is an excellent 
athlete, as well as a fine 
competitor." 
BY CHRIST A ANO LL 
(> 
"Ken has good speed, 
good hands, and good 
height. " - Coach 
Butterfield 
The schedule ahead docs not get 
any easier for the 7-2 Bombers. 
This corning weekend they travel 
to Pennsylvania to play W ashin~-
ton and Jefferson who lost their 
first game Saturday and stand at 
7-J. The Bombers are still a con-
tender for the NCAA Division l_ll 
playoffs, but a win is necessary 1_n 
their final regular season game if 
there is to be a chance. The way 
the Bombers are playing, if they 
reach the playoffs, they could do 
some damage. 
The junior varsity football team 
finished their season on a winning 
note, defeating Hudson Valley 
Community College, 9--0, to even 
their record at 3-3. Sophomore 
Josh Mishara and freshman Jeff 
Adams accounted for all of the 
Bomber scoring. Mishara, a place 
kicker, hit a 37-yard field goal, 
and Adams, a running back, scored 
a touchdown on a three-yai:d dash. 
Rookie running back Art Forgosh 
and first year quarterback Joe 
Fitzgerald led the ground attack, 
rushing for 75 and 73 yards respec-
tively. Adams gained 37 yards on 
seven carries. Rob Pedott Jed the 
defense with an interception, a 
pass breakup, and 14 tackles. 
from page 24 season. Cronmiller, the third cap-
be challenging Tom Shaw, last tain, was also given special mention 
year's starter and 1988 starter Brad in Wrestling USA despite not 
Battista for the starting nod. Ray competing in 1989. That honor is 
LeChasc, normally at 126, could due to his national title and also 
also be placed in the 118 spot if he his capturing of the state title, 
can make the weight. The starter which, like Lamson's was for all 
at 126 is senior tn-captain Joel div1s10ns. The 1989 national champ 
Lamson. Last year. Lamson was i~ returning this year which could 
the East Regional champ and also make for a great final. Cronmiller 
an All-American, while being the will be wrestling 167 during the 
team captain. Lamson w~ the only year but that spot should be taken 
Bomber to capture a first place bv either Tim Habecker or fresh-
medal in the New York State n{an Ron Post later in the season. 
Championships, a tourna~ent i_n- Last year Habecker placed third 
volving all divisions. Senior Tim in the state meet while recording 
Cotter, another NCAA Regional an impressive 30-8 mark duri~g 
champion, will return. at 134. the campaign. Post probably will 
unfortunately for Cotter, he was hold the 177 spot and Habecker 
upset in the qualifiers for-nationals. will move to 167, but that could be 
Cotter is still a force to contend reversed. Bill Hadsell, a red-shirt "' 
with for opponents. In his sopho- transfer, will take over the 190 
more season, Cotter was an All- position for Mike Fusilli, "'.h~ will 
American and will be looking to move to heavyweight. Fus1lh was 
repeat that feat in 1990. The 142 yet another regional ch~~p and 
spot belongs to All-American and national runner-up. Addit10nally, 
national runner-up Ron Gross. the senior was given recognition ; n 
One of three captains, Gross led Wrestling USA as one of the tc,p 
the team last year with 14 pins. wrestlers. 
Not only did Gross win t~e Ea~t In term of the Ithaca lnvi · 
Regional but was recognized m tional this 4:ekend, Coach Mor··" 
Wrestling USA in their list of t~e is using tt. ; to see h~w the te ;: 
nation's 120 top wrestlers. Agam shapes up. ~ ome Bomber wrest -~ 
this achievement is one that is for may be going against each <J: -' 
all divisions. Marty Nichols was as the line-up will not be ~alanced 
yet another regional champ and and others may not bl! competing_ 
All-American from the 1989 na- at the weight they will be durir.g 
tional champions. He will return the season. Nonetheless, they will 
to his 150 slot where he won 32 be ready. . 
matches a year ago. One fifty- With the team Ithaca is fielding, 
eight means Mike Cronmiller to the Ithaca Invitational will n~t be 
IC fans. In 1988, he won the indi- the_on)y event the Bom!Jers wdl be 
.. ~ ; victual title'l>tfore sitting out last in co-r,tention for. \" 
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Womens soccer 
Bombers win ortheast Regional 
BY RORIE PICKMAN 
The women's soccer team had a 
very successful weekend, winning 
the NCAA Division III Northeast 
Regional Championship and earn-
ing themselves a spot in the Final 
Four of the NCAA tournament. 
On Saturday, the Bombers play-
ed Hartwick, the host of the early 
rounds of the tournament. Ithaca 
turned in an outstanding offensive 
performance. "We played and 
passed well, and did a good job 
offensively," commented Coach 
-o Farmer. Their offensive superiority 
paid off with a 2-0 victory for the 
Bombers. The score was 0--0 at 
halftime, but I 2 minutes into the 
second half sophomore Lorrie 
Deyle made a strong run down the 
middle, but was tripped by one of 
her opponents. Team captain Tracy 
Coomber then converted a penalty 
kick and sophomore Jackie Ami-
don scored a goal three minutes 
later, putting the Bombers ahead 
2-0 with 30 minutes to go in the 
"We worked hard all 
season for it (the Final 
Four)." 
Jackie Amidon 
game. Hartwick played under pres-
sure for ten minutes, but according 
to Coach Farmer, the last 20 
minutes were "pretty even" and IC 
advanced to Sunday's game 
against Rochester. 
Rochester defeated Cortland on 
penalty kicks the day before ~o 
earn them the right to compete m 
the regional championship game. 
The Bombers played well for the 
first ten minutes of the game, but 
Coach Farmer felt that Rochester 
dominated the rest of the first 
half. Ithaca ran into some bad 
luck, when they scored a goal m 
their own net to put them behind, 
1-0. 
In the second half, the Bombers 
"played well and had the better of 
the play", according to Farmer. 
With about 12 minutes to go in 
the half, IC scored on a throw and 
finished off with a goal by sopho-
more Amy Boyle. Regulation end-
ed with a score of 1-1, sending the 
two teams into overtime. The score 
remained the same after two over-
times. Once again, the game came 
down to penalty kicks. Beth Greco 
was the goal keeper for IC and 
allowed only one of Rochester's 
penalty kicks to get by her. Coom-
ber scored on the third penalty 
kick, Debra Harper scored the 
fourth goal and Sue Kofod scored 
the fifth goal to put the Bombers 
up for good. 
The squad now travels to San 
Diego, California to compete in 
the Final Four. The Bombers play 
Methodist in the National Semi-
finals. Plymouth State plays the 
University of California at San 
Diego. 
All of the teams in the Final 
Four, except Plymouth, were in 
theFmal Four last year. This is the 
third time in four years for Meth-
odist and the second time for the 
Bombers, who lost to UCSD in 
the semi-final game last year. 
"Methodist is the number one 
ranked team in the country and 
they are said to be the strongest in 
the tournament", stated Farmer. 
However, the team has positive 
feelings about the upcoming games. 
"We deserve it. We worked hard 
all season for it," said Amidon. 
According to Lorrie Deyle, "Every-
one wants to come out on top. I 
just hope that we are the ones." It 
will be a tough weekend for the 
Bombers, but whichever way it 
goes, nothing can take away the 
accomplishments of this undefeated 
team. 
Bombers trounce Cortland 28-0 
,._- :• . '• :\: 
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" TAKEN DOWN: Dave Sidle is pulled down by two Cortland defensemen during the Bomber's 28-0 victory on parents weekend. 
Matmen look to def end title 
BY SCOTT LEIGHThiAN 
Once again the Ith~~ca College 
Wrestling team will br. a squad to 
t;· reckoned with. With only one 
1~ss from last year's team plus 
some valuable additions, another 
national title is very much a possi-
• bility for the Bombers. 
However, it will not be easy. 
"Our schedule is awesome," said 
Coach John Murray. "We've really 
:i. challenged our kids this year be-
cause we have a lot of veterans 
that return. Ten of our meets ~ 
against Division I opponents; not 
just Division I opponents but top 
ten Division I opponents." 
In addition, New York State is 
the toughest region in the country 
for Division III wrestling. That is 
evidenced by the fact that of the 
14 years there has been an NCAA 
Division III title, a New York 
team has won seven times. 
One of the things that Coach 
Murray would like to improve is 
the number of individual titles won 
by IC. "We have probably seven 
or eight seniors that have the ability 
to be an NCAA champion. I'd like 
to see us win four or five titles. If 
we do those kind of things, 
obviously the team championship 
will be secondary to that and it 
will happen anyways," explained 
Coach Murray. 
The main addition to this year's 
team is not a newcomer. He is 
Mike Cronmiller, the 1988 NCAA 
champion at 158. A year ago, 
Cronmiller was red-shirted, but he 
will return in 1989 to defend his 
title. His return will give Murray 
many options of who to wrestle in 
what spot, depending on the 
competition. 
"We will probably bump every-
one for most of the meets and 
train d·own for the big meets," said 
Murray, the 1989 Division III 
Coach of the Year. 
If that were the case, the Bomber 
line-up that would go to NCAA's 
would look something like this: at 
118, there is a three way duel for 
the spot. Freshman Joe Lopez will 
seewres,1· 
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BY CHRIS IPPOLITO 
The Bombers football squad 
completely dominated previously 
unbeaten, and number one ranked, 
Cortland State before a parent's 
weekend crowd of l0.05 I. The 
Bombers utilized a well-balanced 
offensive attack to exploit the 
highly regarded Red Dragon de-
fense as they rolled up more than 
500 total yards. 
After trading possession early 
in the first quarter, the Bombers 
started their second drive on their 
own 26 yard line. Junior running 
back Dave Sidle ~arried twice for 
17 yards to bring the ball to the 
Bomber 43. From there on first 
down, Cortland lined up their de-
fense looking to flood the middle 
of the Bomber offensive line. 
Senior quarterback Tom Pasquale 
audibilized to an outside running 
play, sophomore fullback Keith 
Molinich. Molinich took the ball 
off of his left tackle and cut outside 
around the end to the sideline. 
Molinich was not caught until he 
was at the five, where he was 
tripped up but managed to dive 
into the end zone for the touch-
down. Sophomore Matt Sullivan 
added the extra point and Ithaca 
led 7-0. seefootball page 23 
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